The Comité de Conservation des Monuments de l’Art Arabe

The Comité, as it is usually called, was founded by Khedive Tawfīq in 1881 and was active until 1953, when it merged into the Antiquities Organization, the predecessor of the present-day Ministry of Antiquities. Its task was the conservation of Arab-Islamic (later on also Coptic) monuments of architecture in Egypt. This was the period of classical colonialism, of massive European intervention in the affairs of Egypt; therefore it is understandable that a sudden appearance of interest in the Comité’s activities has been witnessed in recent years, not least within the framework of the Saidian discourse on Orientalism. The activities in question lend themselves to various, multifaceted interpretations on account of the complex nature of the subject. Scholarly discussion has hardly begun, and thus it will take time before reasonably solid, final conclusions can be arrived at. In the meantime it may be hoped that a discussion will ensue helping us elucidate various aspects of this intricate subject. It is with this aim in mind that an analysis is offered here of certain theses and statements in a book by Paula Sanders that was published on this subject some time ago (2008). In this context some basic questions concerning the Comité’s activities, along with their ramifications, will also be dealt with. It is important that controversies and differing opinions should be pointed out and formulated clearly so that they become accessible to the academic community. The activities of the Comité have become a highly sensitive topic: it consisted partly of foreign members, who were not Muslims, and it worked mainly on mosques. Therefore it is of absolute importance that only reliable and substantiated statements should be propagated in this context and that one should clearly differentiate between proven data on the one hand and suppositions and hypotheses on the other.

1 We have two sketches of the Comité’s history at our disposal: Speiser 2001:47–94; Reid 2002:213–257. Speiser’s fresh approach is that of an architect active in the conservation of Cairo. In the present paper, the words “waqf” and “waqfiyya” will not be italicized.

2 In a broader sense, the term “conservation” also covers restoration and reconstruction.
Sanders’s book is a significant contribution to the study of Cairo’s Arab-Islamic architecture. As is well known, the Egyptian metropolis is a unique treasure-house of such monuments, perhaps the most important one in the whole world. There is a growing awareness that many of these monuments were repaired or restored – even reconstructed – towards the end of the nineteenth and in the first half of the twentieth centuries by the Comité, its most active period being between 1890 and 1914. It is essential to be aware of the Comité’s activities because we are familiar with Cairo’s monuments as they were determined by its interventions. This is the subject of the present work by Paula Sanders. By her efforts to extricate and interpret the various layers of meanings inherent in these monuments, with special regard to the fluidity of these meanings, a new and extremely important field of studies is emerging before our eyes. Sanders examines these questions in new contexts, thus opening up new horizons to research in this field. A considerable part of her book deals with the controversial topic of Bohra restorations in Cairo, a subject on which we are indebted to her for basic information and illuminating insights (1999). While paying tribute to the erudition and acumen of an accomplished scholar – and I may perhaps add, a friend – whose keen vision and sprightly mind are capable of spotting connections and relations which have heretofore remained hidden from the eyes of most observers, I must voice serious reservations concerning the image of the Comité that emerges from the pages of the present work, an image I find inadequate and distorted. The reason for this lies in the circumstance that the author allows herself to be overwhelmed and carried away by preconceived theses, which lack support by solid facts.

A central problem with Sanders’s book is that quite often the reader finds one statement in one place and then its opposite somewhere else. This can also be observed in frequent cases where she makes references to the “fluidity of meanings” and “multiple and shifting meanings”, respectively, which no doubt exist, yet after the enumeration of various possible meanings it is mainly on one of them which she relies in her deliberations and which determines the general tenor of her discussions. The reviewer is in a difficult situation because only a micro-philological approach would do full justice to the minute and multifaceted subtleties of her expositions as well as to the occurrences of often contrary assertions, yet constrictions on volume preclude the application of such a method. So I am running the risk of being confronted with contrary quotations from other parts of the book in case of dispute, yet I am strongly convinced that I have nowhere failed to capture the general tone and the major assertions of the book in my critique.

---

Sanders is heavily biased against the Comité. In connection with its activities we encounter one after the other negatively loaded adjectives, nouns or expressions, such as “ignorance”, “misunderstandings” (2008:36), “relative blindness”, “blindness” (34), “myopia”, “effectively blind” (35), “did not understand” (33), “had little understanding”, “were not recognized” (29), etc. This forms a stark contrast to the lenient attitude displayed in her account of the Bohras, where negatively loaded expressions do not occur. An unbiased neutral tone would have been preferable in both cases. It is perhaps only a slight exaggeration to say that the reader has here the impression of having landed in a Manichean cosmos, in the dual realm of Mani, the “Vessel of All Evil”, where in the struggle between Good and Evil, the World of Light and the World of Darkness, the Comité has been cast in the latter role.4

British Influence and the Comité

Sanders regards the Comité as a tool of the British occupying power, which it ran directly, fulfilling the expectations of British imperial and colonial policy on a day-to-day basis.5 However, no proofs are offered anywhere in her book to support this assertion. As for myself, I see this relationship differently. While it can be assumed with reasonable probability that the Comité’s activities and broader aims were in line with British policy, I have not found any evidence that the British exerted any direct influence on the Comité’s activities. We must bear in mind that the Comité was founded before the British occupation, mainly upon the initiative of some French connoisseurs of art and an Austrian architect of German extraction, Julius Franz Pasha. In view of the great Western interest in the condition of Arab-Islamic monuments in Egypt, Khedive Tawfiq feared that an “inadequate” conservation policy could serve as a pretext for European intervention. One of his principal motives for founding the Comité was to avoid such a situation by all means. It is true that some British subjects, like Edward Thomas Rogers and Stanley Lane-Poole, also played some role in the process leading to the foundation of the Comité but the event that is usually interpreted as their contribution took place at the Second International Congress of Orientalists in London as early as 1874, when their joint motion to this effect was presented to the conference participants. Yet

4 Mani (d. 277), the founder of Manicheism, was often called the “Vessel of All Evil” by his Christian adversaries. See “Martyrs of Beth Selokh” 51*2.
5 If I understand him correctly, Alaa El-Habashi suggests something similar in his thesis (2001:128–129). However, his final assessment of the Comité’s activities contradicts this assumption. See n. 32 with the corresponding paragraph below.
this happened eight years before the British occupation, thus no connection between these two events can be inferred. Nor was their motion accepted.⁶

One of the basic problems of Sanders’s work is that in her simplistic deliberations she often regards the Comité as an alien monolithic body of British imperialists totally ignorant of Egyptian history, interests and local traditions. In actual fact, most of the Comité’s members were not British, not even Europeans but Egyptians. At its foundation three of its eleven members were Europeans – this amounts to 27.3 percent –, with only one British member among them (9.1 percent).⁷ In this case, the ratio of Egyptians amounts to 72.7 percent. To take some more random samples: at the end of 1890 eight of its sixteen members were Europeans – this amounts to 50 percent – with only one British member among them (6.25 percent). At the end of the year 1898, seven of its twenty-one members were Europeans – this amounts to one third – with only one British member among them (4.7 percent) (BC 15, 1898:[II]). Here the ratio of Egyptians amounts to two thirds. At the end of 1912, nine of the twenty-two members were Europeans – this amounts to 41 percent –, with three British among them (13.6 percent) (BC 30, 1913:III–IV). Here the ratio of Egyptians is 59 percent. In the most important period of its activities, in the years between 1890 and 1914, the chief architect, who filled the most important post, was Hungarian from the Habsburg Monarchy, but according to a knowledgeable and well-informed contemporary observer, Ludwig Borchardt, an eminent Cairo-based German architect-archeologist, it was mainly French influence that predominated in it until World War I (Borchardt 1919).

In general, Sanders shows herself innocently oblivious to the fact that – as we have just seen – at least half, but often the majority, of the Comité members were Egyptians, mostly Muslims but also some Christians, with several well-educated and knowledgeable scholars of Arab-Islamic and Coptic culture among them.⁸ In certain places she does in fact refer to the Egyptian members but in important sections of her account she seems to forget about their existence completely.

After the Great War foreign influence diminished considerably but it did not disappear overnight. The marked upsurge in nationalism in the first decades of the new century, but especially after the First World War, played an important role in this process. Foreign specialists, especially those in leading positions, were replaced one after the other. Perhaps the last case of an important post being filled by a foreigner in the field of conservation was that of the director of the Arab Museum

---

⁶ Cf. n. 131 and the corresponding paragraph below.
⁷ The President is included in the number of members, while honorary and corresponding members are left out of consideration. BC 1², 1882–1883:[6]; 7, 1890:[II].
⁸ Cf. nn. 105, 109–111 and the corresponding paragraphs below. A list of the percentage of Europeans among Comité members can also be found in El-Habashi 2001.
(present-day Museum of Islamic Art). After ʿAlī Bahĝat’s death (1924) the Waqf Minister charged Ahmad al-Sayyid Bey, the “director of monuments” in the Comité, with the direction of the Arab Museum on a provisional basis, until a director could be found (BC 33, 1920–1924:361). The post “director of monuments” seems to have been a lower-scale equivalent of the former “chief architect” at the time. The reason behind not appointing a chief architect but creating a new title instead may have been the lack of an appropriately qualified candidate; or a lack of the funds necessary for a suitable salary; or both. Right after ʿAlī Bahĝat’s death the French diplomatic representative in Cairo, Henri Gaillard, exerted great efforts to ensure that the director’s post should be filled by a French expert. However, under the nationalist government of Saʿd Zaḡlūl (26 January 1924 – 24 November 1924) this was impossible: “The Egyptians, who hardly tolerated the presence of foreign experts at the head of the Service of Pharaonic Antiquities, were unable to accept that the Directorate of Arab Antiquities should be confined to anyone else but an Egyptian.”¹⁰ No sufficiently qualified candidate could be found and soon conditions in the Arab Museum deteriorated. Then King Fuʿād intervened, requesting an expert from the French Agency. The choice fell on Gaston Wiet, who was subsequently appointed director in 1926 and filled this post until the fall of the Monarchy (1951/1953).¹¹ This shows that only by direct intervention by the King was it possible to appoint a foreigner to such a high and sensitive post at this time.

Before Herz Pasha’s appointment (1890), when the post of chief architect did not yet exist, the de facto head of the Comité was Julius Franz Pasha, the director of the Technical Department in the Waqf Ministry (Qalam Handasat al-Awqāf; 1881–1887). Some time ago I went through most of the correspondence (consular, political, miscellaneous, telegrams, etc.) between the British Residency in Cairo and the Foreign Office in London during the years from 1889 until 1896, as well as through the complete Cromer Papers, looking for material on the Comité. To my great surprise, I found only very few items and even those were absolutely not the sort one would expect to find, given Sanders’s argumentation.¹² The reason for my surprise was that although I did not think that the British directed the Comité’s activities, I still thought that they would have shown great interest in them for political reasons and would have regularly reported on them to London. However, this was apparently not the case. In actual fact, my original plan had been to go through

---

⁹ The Arab Museum was regarded as the Comité’s depository in the first place.
¹¹ Hubert 1971.
¹² The documents are kept in the National Archives at Kew.
all the documents relating to Herz Pasha’s period of office as chief architect (1890–1914) and accordingly I began my examination with the year 1890. However, the material was so vast and the yield practically nil, so at one point I gave up, stopping after the year 1896. By extrapolation, the result can possibly be regarded as characteristic for the whole period in question.

It should be pointed out that the Comité was a more or less autonomous department of the Waqf Administration. In Herz’s words, it functioned within its “bosom”. This means that the Waqf Administration and the Comité were constantly interacting with each other.

Between 1884 and 1913, that is during most of Herz Pasha’s tenure of office, the Waqf Administration was the only government agency at a ministerial level which was not under British control but was supervised by a director-general responsible directly to the Khedive. The raison d’être of this setup was that while in ministries key posts were held by British officials, who were actually running the affairs, this was not the case here. Ministers (nuẓẓūr), who were always Egyptians, were officially subordinated to the British agent (maqḥūrūn ‘alā an yakūnū taḥta sayatrat al-mu’tamad al-inglīzī; “Taḥwīl” 903–904). This rule was inapplicable to the Waqf Administration because at its head stood a director-general and not a minister. By reducing the former Waqf Ministry in 1884 to the ranks of an administration, which was subordinated directly to himself, Khedive Tawfīq succeeded in diverting British influence from it. This measure was justified by the need to prevent non-Muslim officials now in charge of high administrative posts in ministries from interfering with Islamic religious issues involving the šarīʿa, which would inevitably occur during discussions in the Council of Ministers, for example – a case in point was Prime Minister Nubar Pasha, an Armenian Orthodox Christian (Sékaly 1929:111–113). The reason why the British for so long acquiesced in such a situation at all was that waqfs comprised a religious institution of central importance and in order not to violate the sentiments of the Egyptian population, the British refrained from intervening in a highly specialised

---

13 Herz, CV.
14 Muḥammad ‘Abduh pointed out that there were three “institutions” (maṣāliḥ) under the Khedive’s control at the time which the British would not touch because they belonged to the sphere of religion: the waqfs (the Waqf Administration), al-Azhar and the šarīʿa courts (al-mahākim al-šarʿīyya). If he reforms them – ‘Abduh told the Khedive –, he will accomplish nothing less than the revival of the Muslims. “Taḥwīl” 903.
15 See the relevant Khedivial Order [Ordonnance supérieure / Amr ‘ālī]. Sékaly 1929:326 [Annexe III].
16 Cabinet minister and three-time premier, Nubar Nubarian (1825–1899) was prime minister from 1884 until 1888 in the period in question. The relevant Khedivial Order of 23 January 1884 was addressed to Nubar Pasha, President of the Council of Ministers. Sékaly 1929:326 (Annexe III).
and sensitive field closely connected to religion: in general, they were keen to avoid interference in the domain of religion as far as possible. The British attitude is best characterized by Lord Cromer’s standpoint in 1891 concerning reported abuses in šarīʿa courts and in the Waqf Administration when he warned that on these subjects “the interference of any European, or, indeed, of any Christian, is undesirable and impossible”.17 He voiced the same view elsewhere, too:

“[The Englishman] will scrupulously abstain from interference in religious matters. ... He will look the other way when greedy Sheikhs swallow up the endowments left by pious Moslems for charitable purposes. His Western mind may, indeed, revolt at the misappropriation of funds, but he would rather let these things be than incur the charge of tampering with any quasi-religious institutions” (Modern Egypt II, 141).18

This situation was characterized by an anonymous columnist on The Architect and Contract Reporter in 1896 in the following words: “The department – alone among the departments in Egypt – is entirely in native hands, and no European so far has been allowed to have a finger in it.”19 This situation lasted until 1913, when Lord Kitchener made an effort to establish British control over the Waqf Administration by raising it to the ranks of a ministry again, defying the stubborn opposition of Khedive ʿAbbās II Ḥīlmī.20

Notwithstanding Lord Kitchener’s step, the situation did not change. Namely, he made every effort to proceed in a cautious way as far as possible. He declared in advance that there would be no British counsellor (mustašār inglīzī) in the new Waqf Ministry. Instead, it would be free to act as it pleased. A Supreme Council consisting of five Muslims (with high religious dignitaries like the Sheikh of al-Azhar and the Mufti of Egypt among them) would be delegated to aid the new minister, and its decisions would be binding on his actions.21 The aim of these measures was to appease the Muslim population, who feared that owing to the involvement of foreigners with the management of waqfs, Muslim religious funds could be diverted to serve the welfare of other religious communities, and that the rules of the šarīʿa would not be strictly adhered to in the process. In actual fact, ʿAbbās II Ḥīlmī and his successors on the throne of Egypt managed to keep the Waqf Ministry under their sway, with its special position lasting until the fall of the

---

18 Cf. also Cromer, Abbas II 69–71.
20 See the relevant Khedivial Decree of 20 November 1913 and the attached personal warrant of the Khedive in Sékaly 1929:399–402 (Annexes XI–XII). For the Arabic original, see “Taḥwil” 907–908.
21 “Taḥwil” 905.
Monarchy in 1952.\textsuperscript{22} This means that ultimately the British proved incapable of bringing the Waqf Administration under their control during the whole period of British influence in Egypt (Kemke 1991:27).

Supreme authority in Egypt rested with the Caliph, that is the Ottoman Sultan at the time, resident in Constantinople. Originally he exercised this authority through two mandataries, the actual ruler of the country, the Viceroy, and the \textit{Grand Qāḍī} of Egypt, with the former managing political and administrative affairs, while the latter directing religious and judicial matters. The Viceroy’s influence gradually increased within this system in comparison to that of the \textit{Grand Qāḍī} and in consequence the Viceroy came to play a decisive role in waqf affairs, too. He also became the \textit{nāẓir} (administrator) of a considerable number of waqfs. He did not exercise the right of management directly but delegated it to the director-general of the Waqf Administration, who was responsible to him alone. This system, which lent the Viceroy considerable influence and power in the management of waqfs, was also in force under the British occupation.\textsuperscript{23} The influence of the Viceroy diminished somewhat in the short periods when the administration was transformed into a ministry but the whole system was not basically modified.

The position of the Waqf Administration between 1884 and 1913, that is during the most active and most important period of the Comité’s existence, is succinctly characterized by a confidential, unsigned report entitled “\textit{Lord Kitchener et le Khédive}” / “Lord Kitchener and the Khedive” and sent by an official of the French Legation at Cairo to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Paris on 10 November 1913, in which the official in question elucidates the background of the transformation of the Waqf Administration into a ministry. It runs:

\begin{quote}
“\textit{Lord Kitchener, en préparant et en voulant faire approuver au Khédive la création d’un Ministère des Wakfs, ne pourrait attaquer plus directement la souveraineté du Khédive et on peut ajouter qu’il le frappe personnellement en lui retirant par ce fait la libre disposition qu’il avait, sans contrôle, des revenus et des fondations affectées aux oeuvres charitables. Pour bien comprendre l’état de la question il faut tenir compte de ce fait que jusqu’à aujourd’hui, le Gouvernement d’Egypte, à l’heure actuelle le Khédive, est l’administrateur désigné, seul qualifié pour administer et disposer à son gré des revenus (200 000 L. E. environ par an) de certaines fonctions, dites Wakfs Kheiry, destinées aux pauvres. Or, le nazir d’un Wakf a le droit d’après la Loi musulmane, de prélever, pour ses honoraires, 10% du revenu du Wakf qu’il administre. Comme le Khédive est le nazir désigné des Wakfs Kheiry, il prélève chaque année une somme considérable pour son droit de...”
\end{quote}


nazirat. D’autre part, outre ce revenu licite perçu par le Souverain, le Khédive actuel, ayant le droit et le devoir de disposer à son gré et sans contrôle des revenus totaux des Wakfs Kheiry, il est à supposer, peut-être à tort, qu’il n’a pas manqué de puiser personnellement dans la caisse des Wakfs. Lord Kitchener ayant eu vent de ces machinations, a résolu d’y mettre un terme en substituant à l’Administration des Wakfs qui ne dépendait que du Khédive, un Ministère sur lequel il pourrait avoir la haute main. Par cela, le Khédive se voit priver non seulement de son revenu licite, outre les ressources occasionnelles, mais de son autorité sur les Wakfs qui lui était garantie par la Charaâ. Malgré son insistance, la question a été résolue et le Ministère, dit-on, sera créé.” / “In preparing the creation of a Waqf Ministry and seeking to have it approved by the Khedive, Lord Kitchener could not have attacked his sovereignty more directly – and one may add that he strikes a personal blow by withdrawing from him thereby the full and unchecked control that he enjoyed of the revenues and the foundations assigned for charitable works. To understand the question clearly one has to take into account the fact that until now the Egyptian Government (at present the Khedive) has been the administrator appointed and solely qualified to administer and disburse, at full discretion, the revenues (approximately 200 000 L.E. per annum) of certain institutions, called ḥayrī waqfs, which are designed for the poor.[24] Now, according to Islamic law the nāzir of a waqf has the right to receive, by deducting in advance, as his fee, ten per cent of the revenues of the waqf he administers. Since the Khedive is the appointed nāzir of the ḥayrī waqfs, each year he receives a considerable sum by this entitlement. On the other hand, it can be assumed, perhaps unjustly, that – apart from this legitimate revenue which the sovereign receives – the present Khedive, having the right and duty to disburse all the revenues of the ḥayrī waqfs at his own discretion and without any control, has not refrained from personally dipping into the Waqf Administration funds. Having got wind of these machinations, Lord Kitchener resolved to put an end to them by substituting a ministry – over which he would have full power – for the Waqf Administration which was subject only to the Khedive. Therefore the Khedive will be deprived not only of his legitimate revenue, apart from occasional resources, but also of his authority over the waqfs which the šarīʿa guaranteed him. Notwithstanding his insistence the question has been decided and, it is said, the ministry will be created.”[25]


Another source also emphasizes the direct dependence of the Waqf Administration from the Khedive at the time, adding that many detailed rumours about these transactions were circulating in Cairo society and that on occasion they were also discussed in the newspapers. Lord Kitchener was also aware of them; sometimes he knew even the minutest details. This source informs us that ʿAbbās II Ḥilmi’s “machinations” amounted not so much to the direct embezzlement of funds as to sale and purchase transactions – partly by “exchange [istiḥbāl]” – involving real estate under the Waqf Administration’s authority: in these transactions he real-


26 The direct dependence is expressly stated here: “[Avant d’exposer l’affaire,] il faut que je rappelle que l’administration générale des Wakfs, par suite de son caractère religieux, relevait alors directement du Khédive.” [Anonymous:] Note sur la vie de S.A. Abbas Hilmi II, [manuscript] Vienna, 1915, 30. Centre des Archives Diplomatiques de Nantes. Le Caire, Ambassade, 602 articles, Cote: 346. Voyages et missions (1894/1949). (Emphasis added. – I.O.) See also ibid., 27–32. The “affair” in question was a dubious case of exchange of a waqf property in which the chief of the Khedive’s cabinet did not act in accordance with the Khedive’s expectations, thereby causing a big public scandal. This 72-page long type-written manuscript, which exists in two copies in the given folder, is unsigned; the author is identified as Hossein Sadik Pacha, compagnon du Khédive en Suisse in the enclosed letter by an unnamed French official. The letter in question states that the “present work was written in 1917, after the author had fallen out with his former master following the Balo [recte: Bolo] affair”, although the foreword is dated “Vienna, 15 November 1915”: ce travail fut rédigé en 1917, après l’affaire Balo [recte: Bolo], par Hossein Sadik Pacha compagnon du Khédive en Suisse qui s’était brouillé avec son ancien maître. Ḥusayn Ṣādiq was Wakīl al-Ḥāṣṣa al-Ḥidwiyya [Director of the Department of the Khedive’s Household]. Paul Bolo (Réunion, 1867–Vincennes, 17 April 1918) was a French adventurer and confidence trickster, ʿAbbās II Ḥilmi’s financial adviser, and was even granted the title of “Pasha” by the Viceroy. Bolo Pasha acquired large sums from German sources for stirring up defeatism in French newspapers with the aim of achieving a separate peace between Germany and France, thereby separating France from her allies. Storrs mentions “sham telegrams from Bolo Pasha” at the end of the war. Following a trial, in which he was found guilty, he was executed as a traitor. The affair received extensive publicity and not only in France: Bolo’s name even became a synonym for “traitor”, “defeatist” and “pacific propagandist” in English. Later on it was assimilated to “Bolshevik”. It is also used now as a common noun to denote “a soldier who fails to meet the minimum standards of marksmanship”, and as a related intransitive verb meaning “to fail to meet the minimum standards of marksmanship”. It is not clear how these last two meanings are connected to the person of Bolo Pasha. In addition to the references quoted in the preceding note, see also Šafīq, Mūḍakīrāṭī IV [=III], 38–78 [sanat 1915], 128 [sanat 1916], 210, 213–216 [sanat 1918]. Storrs, Orientations, 513. Webster 1976:248c.
ized extremely high profits at the expense of the Administration. It was assumed that he used these profits to foster nationalistic tendencies and to foment agitation against British rule. Lord Kitchener was well aware that the planned measure affected the field of religion and was thus of great sensitivity and not devoid of political dangers. He therefore consulted in advance the highest political and religious dignitaries of the Ottoman Empire in Istanbul, the Grand Vizier (al-Ṣadr al-Aʿẓam) and the Sheikh of Islam, who informed him that they had no objections (Sékaly 1929:124; “Taḥwil” 905). That the reserve of the British in general, which has been referred to above, and Lord Kitchener’s caution in particular had been wholly justified was shown by the reaction of the local population to this move. We read in a report by Fouchet, secretary at the French Embassy in Cairo, to the Foreign Ministry in Paris on 27 November 1913:

“D’après les informations, que j’ai recueillies depuis mon retour, la situation a été pendant quelques jours entièrement tendue et on a pu craindre un moment soit un soulèvement de la population musulmane excitée et travaillée en secret par les émissaires du Khédive, contre l’intrusion projetée dans un domaine considéré comme exclusivement religieux de l’influence des conseillers et fonctionnaires britanniques, soit une abdication imposée à Abbas Hilmi par la pression excessive opérée sur lui par Lord Kitchener.” / “According to the information which I have gathered since my return the situation has been extremely tense for some days and there was a point when one could fear either an uprising of the Muslim population, which had been excited and stirred up secretly by the Khedive’s emissaries, against the planned intrusion of the British advisers and civil servants’ influence into an area considered exclusively religious, or ‘Abbās Ḥilmī’s abdication imposed upon him by the excessive pressure exerted upon him by Lord Kitchener.”

27 On istibdāl in general, see Fernandes 2000. For the Ottoman period in Egypt, see Ḍaffī 1988:121–125, 135–136.

28 Message to S. Pichon. No. 493. Centre des Archives Diplomatiques de Nantes. Le Caire, Ambassade, 602 articles, Cote: 10. Grande Bretagne en Egypte (4) (1885-1914). / Lord Kitchener, Ministre de Grande Bretagne en Égypte (1911-1914). Maurice Fouchet (Paris, 26 January 1873 – “Amazone” [ship], 9 December 1924) was posted at the French Consulate-General in Cairo from 25 June 1912 until the outbreak of the war. Later on he represented the French Republic in Budapest (19 May 1920 – end of November 1921) and in Kabul (from April 1922). For the identification of Maurice Fouchet and the details of his life I am indebted to Christophe Höhwald, Bremen, Germany. He informs me in his e-mail message of 21 December 2008 that he has found these data in the following documents of the French Foreign Ministry: Dossiers personnels, 2e série, Nr 627: FOUCHET, Maurice, Nicolas, Lucien, Marie; Annuaire diplomatique 1921.
It clearly appears from these documents that in the period in question it was certainly not British influence that determined the activities of the Comité. Rather, the decisive circumstance was that the Comité was working according to the rules of the art as then understood in Europe – which constituted the world standard at the time. The Comité would have acted in the same way had it been suddenly transplanted anywhere in Europe: its Hungarian chief architect and its Egyptian and European members would have acted in the same way had their Comité been active in Rome, Milan, Florence, Budapest, Vienna, Berlin, Paris or London. Similarly, sister institutions acted in the same way in these places, and according to the same principles. And there can be hardly any doubt that the Comité would have acted in the same way and according to the same principles, if Britain had not occupied Egypt. We have seen that the Comité had been founded before the British occupation, and while it is true that little work was done before that date, no change in its activities or even attitudes can be perceived which could be attributed to this most decisive event in modern Egyptian history.

As a good example of the extent to which European standards determined the Comité’s actions we may cite Herz Pasha’s idea – which was later taken up by Lord Kitchener as well – of encouraging, even enforcing, the adoption of the “Arab [Neo-Mamluk] style” in the erection of new buildings in native quarters, at least in the vicinity of architectural monuments, with special emphasis on traditional projecting bay windows with maṣrabiyya screens. Herz first voiced this idea in a lecture delivered at the Institut Égyptien on 1 April 1898 (“La protection”).29 It was later adopted by Lord Kitchener, who envisaged the transformation of the neighbourhood of Sultan Hasan and the Rifāʿī mosques in an appropriate way. Nothing came of these efforts: only one building seems to have been erected in Neo-Mamluk style (Ormos 2009a:410–416). Herz Pasha’s idea was based on the practice adopted in contemporary Nuremberg, which was regarded as a trend-setting approach in Germany in preserving the “old architectural physiognomy” of the city within the framework of a “stylistic city restoration”. Herz may have seen a parallel between Cairo and Nuremberg in more than one respect. Nuremberg had an exceptionally rich compact ensemble of medieval and Renaissance architectural monuments.30 At the time it was regarded as the incarnation of German spirit and culture; Germans began to discover and appreciate Nuremberg’s importance with the upsurge of the Romanticist movement from 1800 onwards. (As far as music is concerned, the most famous representation of this view was Richard Wagner’s opera Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg [1868], which was set in medieval

30 Little of it survives today. Nuremberg was subjected to heavy bombing raids by the Allies during World War II.
Nuremberg. And it was not by mere chance, either, that the Nazi Party held its rallies in Nuremberg at a later stage of German history.) Thus, in addition to the quantity and quality of architectural monuments in Cairo, Nuremberg’s position in Germany from a cultural point of view was similar to that of Cairo within the Arab-Islamic world. In the 1890s, many new buildings were erected spontaneously in the characteristic local revival style in Nuremberg but official statutes were passed to this effect later on, too.\footnote{Grote 1967. Brix 1981:89–106, 127–140. Ormos 2013a:334–336.}

It is worth noting that Alaa El-Habashi, who cannot be accused of being a supporter of colonialism in general and an admirer of Lord Cromer in particular, comes to a basically similar conclusion regarding the Comité in his thesis:

“This study, subsequently, questions the general reception of the Comité as being an outsider institution which was too effective in its operations, and was too powerful as a colonialists’ intervener. The research, however, proves that such a perception had absolutely no practical ground, unless one considers the foreign nationalists [nationals] who worked for the Comité. Even those were constantly a minority. Moreover, they were directly hired by, and paid for, by the Egyptian government” (2001:193).

El-Habashi’s admission of his change of attitude is worth quoting \textit{in extenso}:

“I started my analysis with an aggressive judgmental mind accusing any faulty approach, or failure to the foreign members of the Comité, and to the colonialist environment of the time. With more thought, I began to suppress all notions that could mislead me into speculation and exaggeration. After relying only on recorded facts and clear evidence, my arguments were reshaped into fairer representations and interpretations. I should also highlight the role of the members of my dissertation committee, who are a multinational mix of distinguished scholars, in helping me on that respect. Now, after having written this, I look at the Comité as one body to which I attribute the results of its interventions without prejudice. I started to believe that even if the foreign members had been subtracted from it at any given time, the Comité would have continued in the same path, and the same is applicable to the Egyptian members as well” (2001:XVI).\footnote{My impression is that in his dissertation El-Habashi vacillates between contradictory, opposite views in his discussion of this subject. Thus, for instance, in one place of his thesis (2001:128–129) he suggests that the Comité was directed by Lord Cromer behind the scenes. His proof is a quotation from Lord Cromer (\textit{Modern Egypt} II, 321), who wrote in connection with his activities as British consul-general in Egypt: “[In the Egyptian body politic,] the unseen is often more important than the seen.” This single sentence of a vague and general nature can hardly be regarded as a sufficiently solid proof in our case. El-Habashi started his research with a strongly negative attitude towards Herz and the Comité,}
Thus there can be no talk of any direct British influence on the Comité’s work. It seems that the occupying power was content with this state of affairs and accepted the Comité’s activities as it was carrying them out by itself on its own. It is widely known that since British rule in Egypt was essentially unpopular with the local population, the British were keen to keep interference in domestic affairs at as low a level as possible, limiting it to areas which they regarded as of the utmost importance (Hobsbawm 1987:287). Since the field of the conservation of Arab-Islamic monuments was in good hands, running according to principles which wholly corresponded to its ideas on the subject, the occupying power saw no necessity to intervene.

Sanders’s statement that “the British – who viewed Islam as stagnant and incapable of reform – were pursuing an aggressive program to conserve Arab architecture that in visual terms represented Islam as medieval [that is stagnant and incapable of reform]” (2008:4) cannot be accepted. As we have seen, it was not the British but the relatively autonomous Comité that pursued a conservation program of its own. It was not “aggressive” at all: even if the Comité had wanted, its program could not have been “aggressive” in view of the limited funds at its disposal during the whole period. Sanders herself admits this when she declares elsewhere:

“[W]ithin its limited financial resources, it did its best to preserve the original fabric of monuments. Its resources were so limited that it could often do nothing more than document the monument in its current state with plans, elevations, photographs, and recording of inscriptions. In following this course, the Comité adhered faithfully to its principle of preservation, not restoration. The vast majority of the Comité’s work was, in fact, to consolidate monuments to prevent further decay, not to restore” (2008:14–15).

There are actually two cases of more or less direct British intervention in this field that I am aware of. One of them occurred when Lord Cromer took steps to place Coptic monuments of architecture under the Comité’s authority. After certain restoration measures privately undertaken by Naḥla Bey al-Bārāṭī, an enthusiastic and rich member of the Coptic community, had been sharply criticized in the press which characterizes his article on Herz (1999:49–63). See my analysis of his – in many ways unjust – treatment of Herz’s role (2009a:445–456). Later on he seems to have modified his attitude but his earlier, opposite view keeps recurring in his argumentation, and this circumstance prevents him from taking a clear-cut position in these matters. El-Habashi offers a toned down version of his criticism of Herz’s contribution to the Rifāʿī mosque in his thesis. My impression is, however, that his objections remained although he expressed them in much more reserved language (2001:140–147). It must be admitted, though, that in other parts of his dissertation positive statements concerning Herz can also be met with.

33 Cf. Lane-Poole, Story, 305–312.
because of the destruction they involved on the Fortress of Babylon in Old-Cairo, the Comité took steps to extend its authority to Coptic monuments. Simultaneously Lord Cromer seems to have exerted pressure on the Patriarch in order to get him to agree to this step but the exact extent of his activities behind the scenes is not known. Cromer wrote to Stanley Lane-Poole on 2 January 1896:

“I am wrestling with the Coptic Patriarch and endeavouring to get some proper European control established over the Coptic churches. I mean from a purely archaeological view. ... In some form or another, I must get these put under Herz, whom I consider most capable.”

It seems that there was some informal contact between Lord Cromer and Herz. There is no reason to suppose, though, that Herz would have violated the rules of professional integrity by them. This appears from the letter which Cromer addressed to Herz prior to his departure from Egypt:

“(British Agency, Cairo, 13th. April 1907).

My dear Herz Bey,

Pray accept the best thanks for your very kind letter. I shall take away with me from Egypt a very pleasant souvenir of our mutual relations, and I trust that you may continue for many years to render your valuable and efficient services for the furtherance of art and historic research in this country.

With my best wishes, believe me,

Yours sincerely,

Cromer.”

Another way of influencing the Comité’s work was by determining the amount of funds at its disposal. One has the impression that the occupying power regarded the conservation of Arab-Islamic monuments as a priority and was intent to allot as many funds to the Comité as the drastic austerity measures allowed. This may have had two causes. In part it was responsibility to the general public and susceptibility to its criticisms, because it followed, mainly through the press, the state of monuments of Pharaonic and Arab-Islamic architecture in Egypt with keen interest all over the world, both in Europe and in America, among them markedly in Britain and in France. This was not simply a colonialist attitude. In view of the central importance of Egyptian civilization in human history, monuments in Egypt, the cradle of civilization, have been regarded since antiquity as the common heritage.

---

34 Foreign Office FO 633/8. Miscellaneous Letters from Lord Cromer–Egypt, f. 15–16 (38–39) (machine transcript). National Archives, Kew. This letter was discovered by Donald Malcolm Reid although he refers to it with a wrong date: 2 January 1898. Reid 2002:361 (n. 47). It is not clear what role – if any – was played by Murqus Simayka Pasha in the extension of the Comité’s sphere of authority to include monuments of Coptic architecture. Ormos 2009a:95–101. This letter is quoted on p. 100.
of mankind and not as national monuments pertaining to a particular country only, in contradistinction to monuments in Hungary, Poland or Sweden, for example. Thus what happens to them has never been regarded as Egypt’s private, internal affair; rather, the whole world has always felt entitled to comment and to try to interfere. This is also true of monuments in countries of a similar importance with respect to world history and the universal history of art like Greece and Italy. At the same time, Mercedes Volait has shown that British and French connoisseur-admirers of Arab-Islamic architecture who actively and loudly fought for the salvage of monuments in Egypt were considerably less interested in the fate of similar monuments in Britain and France. The second case of direct interference was Lord Kitchener’s effort shortly before the outbreak of World War I to create appropriate surroundings for Sultan Ḥasan and the Rifāʿī mosques, which has been referred to above.

It should also be pointed out that it was for political reasons that Lord Cromer took great interest in the Comité’s activities because he was not personally interested in art and architecture.

In general, one could talk of direct British influence upon the Comité if the British had put a British colonial officer in charge, as they did not hesitate to do in other institutions as in ministries. However, this was not the case here.

“Creating Medieval Cairo”

I cannot agree with the thesis that is nowadays widely propagated of the Comité’s “Creating Medieval Cairo”, “Creating a Mamluk Medieval Cairo” or “Making Cairo Medieval”, in part for political reasons and in part for the sake of European tourists, which Paula Sanders accepts and further develops; in actual fact, this is the central thesis of her present book, too. The Comité did not “create” anything; it merely conserved or restored monuments which were already there. Also, the funds at the Comité’s disposal were extremely limited, compelling it in most cases to restrict itself to preservation. We have already quoted Sanders’s lines on this subject which apply here, too; they clearly nullify her own thesis of the Comité’s “Creating Medieval Cairo”. In addition, the “creation of a medieval city” would involve the whole city, or entire quarters at least, while the Comité was occupied with single monuments only. An exception – and the only exception – to this rule was the case of the area around Sultan Ḥasan and the Rifāʿī mosques, including what was then

37 Sanders 2008:26, 61, 103, 141, etc. Making Cairo Medieval 2005.
38 See n. 33 with the corresponding paragraph above.
called Manšiyya Square, which has been referred to above. However, the project fell through: only one builder followed this suggestion. And since the Comité’s budget was always very tight, it would not have been able to carry out such a vast project on a grand scale even if it had wanted to. It was only after Max Herz Pasha’s departure, between the two world wars, that Edmond Pauty declared that the whole city of Cairo was a monument which should be preserved as such, adding, however, that there was absolutely no hope of doing so because of the lack of funds. Pauty’s argument is actually recounted by Sanders (2008:17).

It must be conceded, though, that in two respects the Comité did indeed effect a certain change in the Cairo cityscape. Firstly in the fact that merely by its interventions, monuments of architecture became more beautiful, and consequently more conspicuous than they had been before. Secondly, the Comité also modified the local cityscape by replacing the ugly Ottoman makeshift minarets of Mamluk mosques with resplendent Mamluk structures – the Ottoman minarets in their turn had been installed as replacements of collapsed original structures. This activity of the Comité no doubt altered the overall appearance of the Cairo cityscape, imparting to it a more pronounced Mamluk appearance on account of the conspicuousness of minarets in a cityscape in general. However, this can on no account be termed “Creating Medieval Cairo”. The two cityscapes can easily be compared with the help of photographs: we are all familiar with old photographs showing al-Amīr Ġānim al-Bahlawān, Abū l-ʿIlā, Taġrībirdī (in al-Ṣalībā), the minaret of al-Amīr Aqbuḡā in al-Azhar with primitive makeshift top storeys of Ottoman provenance or al-Muʿayyad Šayḫ’s two damaged minarets on Bāb Zuwayla and their modern counterparts.

---

39 Cf. n. 29 and the corresponding paragraph above.
41 See n. 125 with the corresponding paragraph and Bakhoum 2016.
42 On this subject, see now Bakhoum 2016. Cf. also Speiser 2001:91–92.
43 The thesis of “Creating Medieval Cairo” or “Making Cairo Medieval” is rejected by Bernard O’Kane, too (2014).
44 The upper part of the minaret of Taġrībirdī’s mosque (no. 209) was reconstructed in the 1950s. BC 40, 1946–1953 [published 1961], plates X–XI. The preceding volume 39 was finished in 1951. On the fine minaret of al-Amīr Aqbuḡā in al-Azhar, see Behrens-Abouseif 2010:170–172, with an excellent photograph by Bernard O’Kane on p. 171 (fig. 115) showing it in its present shape. If we compare it with earlier photographs, in addition to the atrociousness of the cheap and ugly makeshift earlier structure of Ottoman provenience, it is the lack of overall balance and harmony adding up to a certain clumsiness that strikes the eye in the present one, despite the numerous fine details. The Comité reconstructed the upper part “in the original style of the monument” relatively late: having been decided in 1940, it was included in the budget of the fiscal year 1943–1944. The Comité Bulletins have no data on the actual completion of the works. Evidently the Comité had no data on its
The Connotations of the Term “Middle Ages” / “Medieval”

The multiple meanings of the word “medieval” have to be taken into consideration in the interpretation of the expression “Medieval Cairo”, which constitutes a central theme of Sanders’s book. In a preliminary version of the relevant chapter of her book she fulfilled this requirement (2003:180); sadly, she omits the insightful reference to the highly positive connotations of the adjective “medieval” from the present book. In connection with the “fluidity of multiple meanings” of the word “medieval” in various fields, Sanders herself admits “that these meanings of the medieval did not always distance and subordinate Egypt to the West; and that they might serve independent Egyptian and non-imperial purposes” (2008:57). Elsewhere she says: “These meanings often served independent Egyptian and Ottoman political agendas that did not present Egypt as backward” (3). Also, there are a few vague references that do not imply a negative connotation (59, for instance). However, the disparaging, negative connotation prevails throughout her discussion, with “Medieval Cairo” being simply a sort of pejorative synonym for “Cairo” in the Orientalist (Edward Said) vein. And what is more, the case is even worse in the field of religion because only one connotation is valid there, Sanders maintains: “The Comité’s construction of Medieval Cairo visually represented Islam as ‘Medieval’ in the sense of its being deficient, stagnant, and incompatible with modernity” (59). This interpretation must be rejected. One cannot separate religion in this respect, nor does Sanders’s statement necessarily follow from the Comité’s preference for Mamluk architecture.

It is true that the adjective “medieval” and the notion of the “Middle Ages” often imply “antiquatedness”, “old-fashionedness”, “backwardness”. Yet along with this originally disparaging assessment of the Middle Ages in the Renaissance and Enlightenment, a positive reassessment of the medieval period gradually took place in Europe, beginning with the end of the eighteenth century. This reassessment was connected, among other things, to the emergence of the Romantic movement, a nostalgic glorification of the medieval world, of chivalry, Gothic architecture, Gregorian chant and medieval Christianity in general. In Germany for instance, the Middle Ages began to be regarded as the golden age of the German past (Grote 1967:74). In a previous publication Sanders herself draws our attention to

original appearance, therefore it carried out partial reconstruction based on analogy. As compared to contemporary parallels, a third storey is definitely missing here. BC 38, 1936–1940, 295. BC 39, 1941–1945, 150–151. Behrens-Abouseif 1985:62. It is interesting to note that Doris Behrens-Abouseif did explicitly refer to the missing third storey in the first version of her monograph on the minarets of Cairo but omitted this explicit reference from the second enlarged edition, choosing a carefully worded oblique hint instead (1985:62; 2010:172). She is explicit elsewhere in the latter work, though (57).
the fact that in certain periods the category “medieval” had stood for “the very notion of progress itself” (2003:180). However, she omits this statement from the present book (2008). The cult of the medieval also entailed a wide-ranging rejection of the evil phenomena of contemporary industrialization, the machine age and Manchester capitalism in the widest sense. This attitude characterized Victorian Britain – the period concerning us here – to a great extent.

Franz Pasha, the first de facto head of the Comité, was German and studied in Germany and Austria, while his successor, Herz, was Hungarian and studied in Hungary and Austria. Thus relevant attitudes in these countries should also be taken into consideration. It stands to reason that both Franz and Herz must have been imbued with the attitude sketched above. We may note that in these countries, partly for the same and partly for different reasons, medieval culture with Gothic architecture – which was the most important and most conspicuous, as well as the most beautiful, feature of the Middle Ages and which many saw as its greatest achievement – came to be seen in a very positive light beginning with the second half of the eighteenth century, although contrary views were also voiced.

If we want to illustrate the overwhelmingly positive connotation attached to the “Middle Ages” in these countries we may adduce at random Goethe’s highly influential “hymnic” sketch of “German Architecture” of 1771–1772 (Von deutscher Baukunst);45 the national movement for the completion of the Gothic cathedral in Cologne, which became a common cause for all German states in the nineteenth century; the immense popularity of the medieval Marienburg Castle in West Prussia (now Malbork in Poland) and the national movement demanding its restoration. Some went even so far as to identify Gothic art with true religion in general. A few catchwords may serve to illustrate the positive connotations which the Middle Ages evoked in contemporary German minds: “sublime”, “genius”, “curious”, “strange”, “mysterious”, “awe”, “phantasy”; “infinitude”, “universality”, “universal applicability”, “flexibility”; “honour”, “virtue”, “purity”, “moral integrity”, “positive human qualities”, “decency”, “fairness”, “religiousness”, “piety”, “nobility” and “patriotism”. The Middle Ages were regarded as a golden age on account of the moral dignity of the population.

As far as Hungary is concerned, the most important official building of the period, the Houses of Parliament, was built in the neo-Gothic style evoking the Middle Ages because the architect regarded it as the style characteristic of the medieval Hungarian Kingdom in the period of its greatest glory. But we may also refer to the numerous restorations of medieval monuments in the Gothic style for the same reason. On the other hand, dissenting voices were also heard, objecting to

45 Originally published together with related writings by Johann Gottfried Herder, Paolo Frisi and Justus Möser in an anonymous pamphlet Von Deutscher Art und Kunst in 1773.
the style as alien to the country on account of its close attachment to Northern Europe and the Roman Catholic Church. Herz must have been influenced by both of his professors at the Vienna Polytechnic, Heinrich von Ferstel and Carl König, who are known to have been ardent champions of Gothic architecture. Von Ferstel built the splendid neo-Gothic Votive Church in Vienna, while König acquired his love of the Gothic style from Friedrich von Schmidt, the restorer of several important medieval monuments in the Habsburg Empire and the architect of Vienna’s Neo-Gothic City Hall. Schmidt had joined the company of masons at the cathedral in Cologne (Dombauhütte) as a young man, working on the completion of this Gothic cathedral of emblematic significance in German history.

From these overwhelmingly positive connotations of the Middle Ages that were current at the time, it follows that a positive attitude towards the Medieval World can be assumed on the part of most Comité members, too, although on occasion contrary views cannot be excluded. As far as individual members are concerned, with the exception of Stanley Lane-Poole, I cannot recall ever coming across documents or publications concerning their views, either positive or negative. Lane-Poole published “The Story of Cairo” in 1902 in J. M. Dent & Co.’s “Mediaeval Towns” series, where Cairo figured in the company of such “medieval” towns as Assisi, Avignon, Bruges, Brussels, Cambridge, Canterbury, Chartres, Constantinople, Coventry, Dublin, Edinburgh, Ferrara, Florence, Jerusalem, London, Lucca, Milan, Moscow, Nuremberg, Oxford, Padua, Paris, Perugia, Pisa, Prague, Rome, Rouen, Santiago de Compostela, Seville, Siena with San Gimignano, Toledo, Venice and Verona. This prestigious list is clear proof of the positive value that Lane-Poole, as well as the series editor, attributed to the notion of the Middle Ages. Incidentally, Sanders herself provides us with this impressive list in her article “The Victorian Invention of Medieval Cairo”, which serves as a basis for Chapter One of her present work.46 However, she omits this list from her present book, along with the brief yet balanced discussion of the various connotations of the term “medieval” in the context of Victorian English society (2003:180). In “The Story of Cairo” Lane-Poole described Cairo as a medieval city “in the fullest sense”, both in view of its general aspect and in terms of its inhabitants’ attitude to life. He does not attach a negative value judgement to this attitude: he regards it merely as the establishment of a fact. Indeed, he does not openly express any judgement in this respect expressis verbis, but from the general tone of his account it is clear that “Middle Ages” and “medieval” have absolutely positive connotations for him.47 At the same time, he does not in any way imply that Cairo should by all means remain medieval, simply because he likes it that

46 Our list of the volumes in the series is based on hers (2003:196 [n. 30]).
47 Lane-Poole, Story VII–X, 1–11, 259–261, 281.
way: he thinks that “the Europeanizing movement of the nineteenth century” was “inevitable, and in many ways most desirable”, yet – he maintains – this movement should have spared the old quarters and monuments of architecture (Story, 302).

There were others who held a negative view of the Middle Ages: Lord Cromer, for instance, is known to have been a case in point. As far as Egyptian Comité members are concerned, I consider it entirely impossible that Ṣābir Ṣābrī, the Egyptian nationalist ʿAlī Bahgat and the directors-general of the Waqf Administration would have subscribed to a negative overall view in this respect. As for ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak, he was a complex figure beyond a doubt. His view is summarized by Sanders as follows: “These [medieval] monuments constitute a moral lesson for Egyptians in the present; they are important because they can inspire men to produce monuments for their own time” (2008:86). And no one might possibly suppose that ʿAlī Pasha would have considered Egypt incapable of becoming modern. On the other hand, no matter how important these monuments were for him, he was ready to sacrifice them if necessary for the sake of progress.

It must also be stressed that considerably more differentiation is appropriate here. Even if we assume that some Comité members regarded Medieval Cairo as backward towards the end of the nineteenth century, this is not necessarily tantamount to considering Egyptians in general as being incapable of progress. And similarly, when the Comité preserved as many Mamluk monuments of architecture in Cairo as possible it did not necessarily do so with the aim of instilling a feeling of inborn backwardness in Egyptians in accordance with British colonial policy, as Sanders wants to make us believe, but it may have done so with the aim of demonstrating the high industrial and cultural levels of their forefathers, thereby inspiring them to emulate them in these fields. It is equally possible that at least some Comité members had no interest in these questions, being specialists in certain fields and occupying themselves with technical matters in the narrow sense of the word. We simply lack statements by Comité members which would allow us to draw the relevant conclusions. On the other hand, we know that many Comité members were great enthusiasts of Arab-Islamic culture in general and of Egypt in particular, and that they were imbued with a feeling of responsibility for the promotion of the cause of Egyptian culture and civilization. Therefore it can be assumed with reasonable certainty that their attitude towards these questions was mostly positive in the modern meaning of the word.

---

48 On Ṣābir Ṣābrī, see Volait 2006.
49 See nn. 54, 136 and the corresponding paragraphs below.
50 See ‛Alī Pasha’s relevant statement in the preceding paragraph and n. 54 with the corresponding paragraph below.
51 A detailed study based on exact data is still to be written on this subject.
“Islamic Cairo” and “Medieval Cairo”

Sanders also discusses the genesis of the name “Islamic Cairo” (2008:145). It is evident that the adjective “Islamic” stands for “Islamic architecture” in this case, referring to the fact that this part of present-day Cairo, i.e. the medieval city is perhaps the most important repository of Islamic architecture in the world. She asks: “[D]oes the term ‘Islamic city’ reify a notion of a true Islam – or an acceptable Islam – as being mummified in the past? Incapable of being modern?” We can answer her question: “Certainly not!”

Paula Sanders writes that although the exact circumstances of the invention of the term “Medieval Cairo” are not clear, she has no doubt that it must be seen in connection with the process of the Comité’s creation of Medieval Cairo. I see this question differently. Practical aspects are likely to have played a decisive role in the genesis of this name. What happened is that after the creation of Khedive Ismāʾīl’s modern quarter (Ismāʿīliyya) a name was needed to differentiate the new part of the town from the “old city”, so to speak, which until then had been called simply “Cairo”. The name “Old Cairo” would have been the obvious choice, just as people use the name “Old City” or “Old Town” with reference to Prague or Jerusalem, Warsaw or Krakow, Hanover or Tbilisi, to denote the older part of a city in relationship to its later districts. However, the name “Old Cairo” (Miṣr al-ʿAtīqa) was already taken because it denoted the settlement in and around the old Roman fortress of Babylon. Thus a new name was necessary for the part of the city that was built in the period between the Old Cairo of antiquity and the Ismāʿīliyya quarter of modern times. It must have been an all too natural process that before long somebody hit upon the name “Medieval Cairo” as an alternative and began to apply it to the part of Cairo in question, because this part of the town had been built in the Middle Ages. The appearance of the adjective “medieval” in connection with Arab-Islamic art in Egypt, as delineated by Sanders, may have contributed to the emergence and growing popularity of this expression (2003:181–182). For instance, when for practical reasons it became necessary to make a chronological distinction between the various periods of architecture in Egypt, the term “medieval” came to be applied – among others – for what later became known as “Arab-Islamic” architecture (Sanders 2008:46–50).

It should be made clear that – setting Old Cairo aside for a moment – “Cairo” and “Medieval Cairo” are co-extensive notions when used with reference to times before Ismāʾīl, while they cease to be so when referring to periods after the inaug-

52 It is often called “Historic Cairo” (al-Qāhira al-Tārīḥiyya) these days. Cf. the eponymous project of the Ministry of Antiquities and Warner 2005.

uration of his projects, and it is specifically this latter use which is relevant to the period of the Comité’s activities and our deliberations. Sanders’s failure to perceive this distinction creates a certain amount of confusion (e.g., 2003:182–184). Thus, for example, she describes the “anxiety [scil. of the British] that Cairo could actually become a modern city”, continuing: “And so one of the meanings of the ‘medieval’ was ‘not modern’” (188). But these considerations – whatever we think of them – concerned only “Medieval Cairo”, i.e. the old section, and not the whole contemporary city: these “fears” did not affect the modern part and the growth of the city in general. Similarly: “Beginning early in the 1890s, however, the city itself – not merely its monuments – was figured as medieval” (48). Certainly not the whole city!

It should be pointed out that the Comité was dealing first and foremost with Arab-Islamic monuments in “Medieval Cairo”, i.e. not even in the whole city as then understood, as well as a limited number of Coptic, and a few Graeco-Roman monuments in the case of Old Cairo and Alexandria. However, the tone Sanders uses suggests that the Comité’s aim was to transform the whole of Cairo, perhaps even the whole of Egypt, into a medieval entity implying a backwardness, barbarousness and incapability of progress of the whole country and its whole population. We feel bound to point out that saving a number of Arab-Islamic monuments mainly in one part of Cairo has no implications whatsoever relative to the other parts of the metropolis, to the province and to the mental capabilities of the country’s population in general.

**Islam as a Medieval Religion**

In connection with the Comité, Sanders speaks of “their view of Islam as a medieval religion” (2008:35). The adjective “medieval” implies of course backwardness and immutability here. We also read: “Mamluk Medieval Cairo consistently signified the superiority of the West in one important respect, that of religion. ... The Comité’s construction of Medieval Cairo visually represented Islam as ‘Medieval’ in the sense of its being deficient, stagnant, and incompatible with modernity” (59; cf. 57, 141). Where are the proofs? Stanley Lane-Poole may have viewed Cairo as medieval, yet hardly in this sense, and I would hesitate to agree to such a categorical declaration about the Comité as a whole. For instance, I have never come across any data that would confirm such an assertion concerning Herz. The Comité was not a homogeneous body. The majority consisted of Egyptians, most of them Muslims, its president always being the director-general of the Waqf Administration or waqf minister respectively. Does Paula Sanders really want us to believe that the directors-general of the Waqf Administration, its chief architect Şābir Bey Şabrī, or for instance the Egyptian nationalist ‘Alī Bey Bahġat, all saw
Islam “as ‘medieval’ in the sense of being deficient, stagnant, and incompatible with modernity”? I can hardly imagine that Šâbir Bey Šabrî or ʿAlî Bey Bahgat would have participated in the activities of the Comité had they not been fully convinced that it was serving the welfare and progress of Egypt and Islam! I cannot any more easily accept the categorical statement that “the architectural preservation of Medieval Cairo worked to express an imperial view of Islam that was very much at odds with important modernizing currents of reformist thought” (Sanders 2008:144). This is a possible interpretation but by no means the only one, and the choice depends on the person in question in the first place. While Lord Cromer and some of his direct subordinates may have held opinions that correspond to Sanders’s interpretation, an Egyptian Arab patriot may well have looked with enthusiasm on the beautifully restored mausoleum-mosque of Qāyitbāy, regarding it as a towering achievement of his ancestors in every respect, and one which may have filled him with pride and inspiration. Sanders herself quotes ʿAlî Pasha Mubārak’s exhortation to his compatriots elsewhere:

“[I]t is our duty to know these things, for it is not fitting for us to remain in ignorance of our country or to neglect the monuments of our ancestors. They are a moral lesson to the reflective mind, a memorial to the thoughtful soul... For what our ancestors have left behind stirs in us the desire to follow in their footsteps, and to produce for our times what they produced for theirs; to strive to be useful even as they strove” (2008:86).

ʿAlî Pasha also thought that in this way “Egypt will return to its ancient level of prosperity” (Dykstra 1977:493–497). But this very aim is equally well served by the Comité’s efforts to conserve monuments of medieval Egyptian architecture or, after restoration, “to present as nearly as possible their original appearance, as when first opened for public worship” (Sanders 2008:15). 54 Again, Sanders writes: “The Comité ... remade them exclusively as monuments of the past. ... [T]he Comité’s architects reconfigured these sites in ways that broke their ties to the present for Egyptians” (2008:15). Where are the proofs?

In 1946 Hasan ʿAbd al-Wahhāb, one of the foremost Egyptian representatives in the field of architectural conservation, wrote on the Comité’s restoration of the Barqūqiyya: “The truth is that this is a splendid work, and can be counted among the works that do most honour to this Comité. It is a clear proof of the range of its accuracy and care for Islamic monuments” (1946/1994:197). An anonymous Egyptian specialist in the field of architectural conservation wrote around 1948:

---

54 The source of this quotation is Lane-Poole’s report on the methods and achievements of the Comité prepared for the British Parliament at Earl Cromer’s request in 1895. Lane-Poole, Story 309. It was published elsewhere, too.
“As far as the ceiling of the eastern īwān is concerned, it is one of the masterpieces of art with its coloured and gilded ornaments. ... These works were executed with the utmost precision in so far as the missing parts were reconstructed according to the original as clearly appears in the ceiling of gilded carving, which is reckoned among the most wonderful ancient ceilings” (Idāra 1948:18).

It is evident that the Egyptian authors of these lines are highly content with the result of the restoration in question and do not share Sanders’s assessment.

I have no wish to deny that some scholars and many tourists were indeed seeking the world of the Thousand and One Nights in Cairo and that many Europeans were nostalgically searching for a medieval atmosphere in Cairo they could no longer find in their own cities. But this is not the equivalent of turning Cairo into a medieval city in a wholly artificial way under British direction.

As I have pointed out earlier, the Comité was acting according with the principles accepted in most European countries at the time, as was for instance the K. K. Central-Commission für Erforschung und Erhaltung der Kunst- und historischen Denkmale in Vienna. Has anybody ever asserted that it tried to transform Vienna into a medieval city when it conserved or restored medieval monuments? And I find it wholly unsubstantiated that the Comité’s aim in conserving medieval monuments in Cairo was tantamount to demonstrating the medieval, i.e. backward nature of Egyptian culture and the Egyptians’ inherent lack of capability of progress (Sanders 2008:4, 141). Would anyone allege anything like that in connection with the sister institution in Vienna? Or has anybody ever maintained that through its activities in the field of conservation and restoration, the Ufficio Regionale per la Conservazione dei Monumenti del Veneto wanted to transform Venice into a medieval city purely for the sake of tourists and with the aim of demonstrating the inborn incapacity of Italians for progress? I have never come across Comité documents proving such and similar assertions. On the contrary, we possess, for instance, a statement by Franz Pasha in connection with the foundation of the Arab Museum (present-day Museum of Islamic Art) that one of the aims of the new museum was to give the local population an idea of the significance of the artistic activities of their forefathers.55 Raising the standard of modern artistic production in various areas was one of the central motives in the establishment of museums, especially those of applied arts, all over Europe at the time. Similarly, the demonstration of the incomparably high level of the architectural heritage in Egypt by way of the conservation and restoration of its monuments could also be interpreted as a series of efforts at making the local population aware of the achievements of

their forefathers, which they might eventually wish to emulate in the future. This, incidentally, was the attitude of ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak, as Sanders also mentions in her book (2008:86); we have just quoted the relevant passage above.

One cannot maintain that nobody was thinking the way Sanders assumes. However, her line of interpretation cannot be regarded as the unique and only one possible, not even as the decisive one among several possibilities. As for myself, I have never come across statements by Comité members supporting Sanders’s assertion. My own impression is that they probably thought that for the time being they were needed because for historical reasons they possessed better qualifications and expertise in their own fields than locals, but European officials in Egyptian service were surely aware that sooner or later they would be replaced by equally well qualified local specialists and would then have to go. It can certainly be claimed that the British occupying power was doing everything it could to put off this date as far as possible, by suppressing public education in Egypt among other things, but I have no data at all at my disposal confirming a similar attitude concerning the members of the Comité. The British originally occupied Egypt in 1882 with the aim of putting Egyptian public finances in order. Having accomplished that aim, they planned to evacuate the country: officially they did not want to stay. However, as time went on, they constantly postponed the date of their departure. Of course, securing the connection between the British Isles and India as well as safeguarding British interests in the Suez Canal came to play an ever growing role in constantly postponing the evacuation into the future.

**Muḥammad ʿAbduh and the Comité**

In the context of contemporary religious life, Paula Sanders deals at length with the reform efforts of Muḥammad ʿAbduh, heapig reproaches upon the Comité for its “blindness to the vibrancy of contemporary religious life” as well as to the reforms of Muḥammad ʿAbduh. However, she fails to adduce references in support of her allegations. She also implies, without explicitly saying so, that the Comité was to blame for allocating funds for the restoration of mosques instead of spending them on education and on raising the standard of mosque personnel as ʿAbduh would have liked to see. She further asserts that Muḥammad “Abduh was well aware of the activities of the Comité, and he was resolutely critical of their work” and that “he laid out a program of repair for mosques as part of his broad program of religious reform” (2008:61–62). We will now review these allegations one by one.

One cannot say that the Comité ignored contemporary religious life and the reforms of Muḥammad ʿAbduh and that it was blind to them; it was not its business
to deal with them, therefore in all probability it simply took no notice of them.\textsuperscript{56} The Comité was concerned with monuments of architecture from technical and artistic aspects, with buildings which, in their turn, would be used by the local community in religious worship as it thought fit and desirable. Conservation and religious worship are “distinct offices, and of opposed natures”, as the poet says:\textsuperscript{57} the problem of “the place of religion in a modern society” was irrelevant to the Comité (against Sanders 2008:144). In our own day national conservation agencies, which conserve or restore churches all over Europe, are similarly unconcerned about “the place of religion in a modern society”, apart from taking into account such technical problems as, for instance, where to place the \textit{mensa} in a Roman Catholic church after the Second Vatican Council or whether or not it is desirable to restore/uncover mural paintings in a Calvinist church, since Calvinist theology rejects figural representation.

As far as questions of budget are concerned, Sanders fails to consider the circumstance that the Comité was a technical agency of the government, a department in “bosom” of the Waqf Administration in fact, as Herz once said,\textsuperscript{58} and that the allotment of funds and distribution of the budget was decided at a higher level, i.e. by the government and the Waqf Administration, the Comité having no influence on it at all. The Comité received its own budget from various sources. It was allotted to it directly by the government, the Waqf Administration, the Ministry of Public Works and the Coptic Patriarchate. My impression is, I should add, that neither Muḥammad ʿAbduh nor ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak held the Comité responsible for this state of affairs. As far as ʿAbduh’s allegedly “resolutely critical” view of the Comité’s activities is concerned, I do not share Sanders’s assessment. This is what ʿAbduh has to say on the subject, and, as far as I am aware, this is the very statement which Sanders has based her statement on – she fails to indicate her source:

\begin{quote}
أوقاف المسلمين تزداد ريعاً ونمواً ومساجد المسلمين في خراب خصي ومعنوي إلا ما عمرت جدرنه وزخرفت سقفها لجنة الآثار العربية لينتمي بالنظر إليها السائحون من الأفرنج الذين يحون الاطلاع على مباني الأولين. وراتب الخطب والإمام اليوم كما كان منذ قرن أو قرون إذ كان مالك ألف يعد غنياً كبيراً. والألف لا تشبع في سنننا الحمار شعير اً، لهذا يضطر ديوان الأوقاف أن يجعل الجاهل الكسالي المعدمن أئمة وخطباء إذ لا يرضى العالم الفاضل أن ينقطع لعمل لا يزيد راتبه في الشهر على مائة قرش وقد يكون خمسين قرشاً. هذا وإن مساعدة أهل العلم والمدارس على معايشهم من أفضل المبرات التي تنشأ لها الأوقاف الخيرية - لهذا كان من موضوع لائحة المساجد أن يجعل للإمام والخطيب راتب يبرز بين خمس مائة قرش وثمانين مائة قرش، وللمؤذن والخادم راتب يرتفع إلى ثلاث مائة قرش وذلك.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{57} William Shakespeare, \textit{The Merchant of Venice} 2.9.60-61.
\textsuperscript{58} See n. 13 above.
The waqfs of the Muslims are growing, yielding increasing returns, while the mosques of the Muslims are in a state of material and spiritual ruin, except those whose walls the Comité has repaired and whose ceilings it has decorated so that Western tourists who love to visit the monuments of past generations can enjoy them. At the same time the wages of preachers and imāms are the same as they were a century or many centuries ago. Someone earning one thousand [piastres] was regarded as rich and important while in our time one thousand [piastres] are not enough even to feed an ass with barley. Thus the Waqf Administration is compelled to employ as imāms and preachers poor ignoramuses and lazy persons because a distinguished scholar cannot be content to devote himself to a job where his monthly salary is no more than one hundred piastres; in some cases, it can even be fifty piasters. As a matter of fact, the support of men of scholarship and religion in their subsistence can be counted among the best acts of charity for which charitable waqfs (waqf ḥaṛrīs) are founded. Therefore the aim of the Mosque Project is to give an imām and a preacher a salary between five hundred and eight hundred piastres, while a muezzin and a servant should receive a salary of up to three hundred piastres – after they have been chosen on the basis of conditions which guarantee that they will fulfil their tasks in the most perfect way. The Project was lenient with those already employed with respect to their situation and did not require anybody’s dismissal. In actual fact, it was made the basis of reform for those capable of renewal.”

This single passage does not justify Sanders’s harsh words. The main target of ‘Abduh’s criticism is the allotment of funds and his chief concern is the education level of mosque personnel – we have seen that these areas were beyond the Comité’s authority. He is also concerned with the disrepair of mosques but it does not follow from this – nor does he say so, nor does he even imply – that the Comité should cease its activities. It is true that there is criticism in his words suggesting

---

59 “Lāʾiḥa [a]” 221 = Riḍā, Tārīḥ I, 634. (Translation mine. – I.O.) Partially translated in El-Habashi 2001:311. (The volume and page numbers in al-Manār as given by El-Habashi are wrong.) Cf. also “Lāʾiḥa [b]” 307. Adams 1933:82. The precise meaning of the final sentence in the Arabic quotation is not quite clear. Who is meant by “those capable of renewal”? Mosque employees, etc., capable of personal renewal? Or those who have to be renewed in their positions? The quotation above is not devoid of a certain inconsistency, either. Namely, if one thousand piastres are hardly enough to feed an ass with barley, how can an imām or a preacher live on a salary between five hundred and eight hundred piastres? Or a muezzin and a servant on three hundred or even less?
that the Comité is restoring mosques for the sake of Western tourists (this is, by the way, an exaggeration in my opinion) but I would not draw far-reaching conclusions from these few words. Rather, I am inclined to interpret them as signs of ʿAbduh’s uneasiness, sadness, even bitterness at foreign influence in Egypt in this special field, which is an important phenomenon in itself, wholly understandable and has to be taken into consideration – an enthusiastic Egyptian patriot, he is known to have opposed foreign interference in Egypt in general. As a matter of fact, ʿAbduh’s remark concerning the decoration of mosques seems to imply a certain criticism, even resentment, in view of the general state of disrepair of mosques.

ʿAbduh’s criticism of the restoration of the decorated ceilings of mosques can be paralleled by a similar earlier view which had been voiced by Ṣābir Ṣabrī Bey, the chief architect of the Waqf Administration, in connection with the decoration of the dome of the Barqūqiyya’s mausoleum during a visit to the site in the Copper-smiths’ Bazaar.60 In his view such exceedingly luxuriant paintings, rich in gilding, which have been applied in the painting of the dome, should have been avoided in view of the meagre means at the Comité’s disposal: available funds would have been better spent on salvaging monuments on the verge of collapse instead. The Comité did not accept this view, insisting that it was restoring the dome to its original state on the basis of remnants of the original painting: what Ṣābir Ṣabrī called “luxurious paintings and exaggerated gilding” was in fact “the simple reproduction of a decoration still in existence, the remnants of which can still be seen on the frieze, a small length of which the chief architect had had refreshed”. Moreover, the details of this restoration, including the colours and the gilding, had been presented to the Comité in advance and it had approved them at the time. In his defence of the painter-undertaker Roberto Buratti (Pittore-Decoratore / Le Peintre-Entrepreneur), who was executing the painting of the dome, Comité member Anton Battigelli pointed out that the costs should have been discussed on that occasion. Comité members also stressed that these “complementary” measures, indeed similar measures in general, were not paid for by the Comité but by the Waqf Administration. Ṣābir Ṣabrī Bey insisted on differentiating clearly between what was absolutely necessary conservation work and work that was additional (“complementary”) restoration or even reconstruction. It must be emphasized that it was the costs that Ṣābir Ṣabrī objected to, not the bright colours themselves, which he evidently favoured. This appears from his criticism of the pale colour of the merlons crowning the painting of the octagon in the dome, thus falling short of fulfilling their purpose, i.e. forming a contrast with the spherical cap. He demanded that the merlons in question should be retouched.

An excellent colour photograph of the dome showing it in its present state can be found in O’Kane 2016:151. On the “refreshing” quoted below, cf. Speiser 2001:78.
In the present case, one has to bear in mind the chronology of events. The decision to paint the dome was taken on 24 October 1895 and work was finished on 18 April 1897.\(^{61}\) The painting of the ceiling of the central aisle of the qibla-īwān had been executed much earlier, between 14 April 1889 and 4 December 1890.\(^{62}\) At the time, Herz had been heavily criticized for the loud colours applied to the ceiling of central aisle of the qibla-īwān, about whose original colours he did not have sufficient information (see below). It seems not unlikely therefore that under the impact of this criticism he perhaps chose to show some restraint in a minor point concerning the painting of the dome – the majority of the dome’s painting was luxurious and gilding had also been applied. Thus there was no basic disagreement between him and Şābir Şabrī. Herz was an adherent of ideal or stylistic restoration as defined by Viollet-le-Duc and Şābir Şabrī’s relevant views are likely to have been similar or even identical. Thus what we can assume to have existed between the two of them in matters technical was a difference in taste at most which did not affect the basic principles. It was a question of taste or personal prejudice. Herz had the original decoration refreshed on a small length while Şābir Şabrī wanted brighter colours on the whole length, irrespective of the original condition. In fact, there was no absolute way of knowing what the colours in question had originally been.

Herz followed Viollet-le-Duc’s tenets albeit with reservation and a considerable amount of common sense. For instance, on occasion he did not hesitate to reconstruct structures whose original appearance was unknown to him, something that an orthodox conservationist would certainly have shunned.\(^{63}\) The chronic shortage of funds at the Comité’s disposal also prevented Herz from giving free rein to his inclinations in this field.

Nevertheless, one should be careful in passing rash judgements. In the debates between champions of restrained conservation and those of ideal or stylistic restoration, which began in Germany around 1883 and in Britain earlier, the former prevailed everywhere and everyone paid lip service to their tenets, yet nobody followed them in practice; in Bavaria the last “artist-conservator” (Künstler-Konservator) retired as late as in 1966. This was the case with Herz, too. He had the reputation of being an orthodox conservationist (even ‘Alī Bahĝat, with whom his relationship was not free of tension, praised him as such) yet exactly the opposite emerges if we take a close look at his projects. What ‘Alī Bahĝat and others

---


\(^{63}\) The most prominent such items are the fountain, the dikka and the painting of the ceiling of the qibla-īwān’s central aisle in the Barqūqiyya or the ceilings with the central lanterns covering the saḥns of Circassian mosques.
may have meant by pointing this out was that Herz was restrained and sober as a restorer in his application of Viollet-le-Duc’s tenets (Ormos 2002; 2009a:70–75).

Incidentally, Şābir Şabrī’s criticism is not devoid of a certain inconsistency. He criticizes the bright colours on account of their cost while also criticizing the pale section for not being bright enough. But bright colours – especially gilding – were expensive! At the same time a palpable tension between Şābir Şabrī Bey and the other Comité members transpires in the Bulletin’s otherwise laconic and terse accounts. There was another unusual aspect to this event. Some members of the Deuxième Commission protested that Şābir Şabrī Bey had modified the wording of the relevant report after it had been signed by them. Upon their insistence, the Comité sent it back to the Deuxième Commission to discuss it again. It is to be assumed that the final text in the printed edition is authentic. This case is very odd. I cannot remember ever having come across a similar occasion in the Bulletins.

As compared to the dome, the public was more aware of the colourful ceiling of the central aisle of the qibla-īwān in the Barqūqiyya, which generated much publicity and criticism at the time. Incidentally, it was exactly this ceiling that ʿAbduh must have had in mind when criticizing the Comité for applying excessive decoration in its restorations of mosques for the sake of tourists. During the restoration of the Barqūqiyya it was a great problem that the painting of the central aisle of the qibla-īwān’s ceiling had been destroyed to such an extent that there were no intact parts which might have served as models for restoration. At the same time, there is a certain inconsistency in the relevant accounts. It is claimed that Herz took great pains to determine the right colours: the question was whether to choose the “original” bright, glowing colours or muted tones, the result of the influence of the time that had passed since the mosque’s construction. Herz had large samples prepared and presented them to the Comité; after long discussions the Comité opted for the “original” bright colours. However, the problem is – as finally emerges from the relevant accounts – that Herz and his colleagues in the Comité were not in a position to know the original colours because samples of the original colours did not survive in sufficient quantity.64 There is a certain opacity in the Comité documents. Originally Herz intended to follow the original colours surviving in certain intact sections of the ceiling. Later, however, it appeared that there were no such sections, or not in sufficient quantity. Herz appears to have acted freely in the end, in accordance with his artistic judgement.

64 It is of course a different question that even if Herz and his colleagues had had original samples in sufficient quantity at their disposal, which they evidently did not, the colours they would have seen would not have been the original ones but would have changed to an unknown extent as compared to their original state. See n. 70 and the corresponding paragraph.
Soon afterwards Henri Saladin voiced an interesting view in support of the bright colours used by Herz and the Comité (1907:143). He claimed that if one compared the initial pages of certain Quranic manuscripts in the Khedivial Library, the same harmonies would be discovered. He stressed that considering that the ceiling of the qibla-īwān’s central aisle had to produce the same effects in the shade, the application of bright colours was an absolute necessity. This leads us to consider the possibility that Herz and his colleagues may have taken manuscript illuminations into consideration.

On the other hand, Doris Behrens-Abouseif informs me that certain motifs, especially the flat roundels consisting of eight “mushrooms” radiating from a central “knob”, are familiar from Mamluk carpets. Indeed, the whole ceiling, which is unique among the ceilings of Cairene mosques, strongly resembles Mamluk carpets in her opinion. Thus she is convinced that the Comité used Mamluk carpets as models. In actual fact, it has struck me long ago that this ceiling is unique among Cairene mosques in that it is not flat but that certain features – especially the central roundel as well as four additional smaller roundels at equal distances – are deeply recessed into the surface at various depths. This is especially striking on very close inspection as I had the privilege to experience some ten years ago when Wolfgang Mayer invited me to ascend the scaffolding erected in the central aisle of the qibla-īwān by the German restoration team working on the Barqūqiyya. Soon after the opening of the mosque Herz received considerable reproach for this choice: critics said the mosque looked almost brand-new and not like an architectural monument dating back to the fourteenth century.65 (This criticism was aimed at the ceiling, the fountain and the pulpit alike.) However, the public slowly got used to the new ceiling and its bright colours, which gradually lost something of their garishness with the passage of time. Slowly the critical voices died away and after a while a positive view prevailed.66

About forty years later Ḥasan ʿAbd al-Wahhāb, one of the foremost Egyptian representatives of the profession, wrote on the restoration of the Barqūqiyya as we have seen above: “The truth is that this is a splendid work, and can be counted among the works that do most honour to this Comité. It is a clear proof of the range of its accuracy and care for Islamic monuments” (1946/1994:197).67

---

65 Personal communication by Doris Behrens-Abouseif in Budapest in July 2019. In general, I am greatly indebted to Doris for our illuminating earlier discussions on the subject of the Barqūqiyya’s ceiling, which have been a constant inspiration to me. On the criticism see, e.g., Franz, Kairo 85–86.


67 This work was first published in 1946.
anonymous Egyptian conservation specialist voiced a similarly enthusiastic opinion of the same ceiling around 1948 (Idāra 1948:18), which has been quoted above.

The Comité was very much aware of the problems involved in the conservation of painted wooden surfaces, especially following the criticisms concerning the mosque of al-Muʿayyad Šayḫ and of course on account of the ceiling of the Barqūqiyya, therefore it requested an expert opinion on this subject from Sir William Blake Richmond, British artist well versed in painting, stained glass and mosaics. His expert opinion of 4 April 1898, which also touched upon the subject of stained glass, was published in the Comité Bulletin (15, 1898, 91–94). The fundamental question is of course to what extent, if at all, a restorer can gain a mental approximation of how a ceiling might have looked at the time of its inauguration. We are only beginning to comprehend the precise physical and chemical processes involved in the ageing of paints and their effects:

“Examination of paint layers on a microscopic level and analysis on a molecular level has led to advances in understanding the physical and chemical deterioration of ... paints. ... Traditional oil and tempera paints are now considered to be dynamic systems that undergo long-term changes that may be exacerbated by environmental conditions and treatment” (Loon et al. 2012:217).

The problem is complex because it is not only physical processes that one has to take account of. The artist’s “intention” must be honoured, and “aesthetic unity may be more important than strict objectivity would permit”. Determining the artist’s intention is a moot question: it “might be a validation of previously held attitudes and prejudices”. Two major approaches can be distinguished here. The first considers material (physical, technological, logical, positivist) factors as paramount, while the second places the emphasis on aesthetic (emotional, imaginative, metaphysical) considerations. It seems that the words of Joshua Reynolds, who restored many paintings in the eighteenth century in addition to his own activities as a painter, express the most we can attain in this respect: “An artist whose judgement is matured by long observation considers what the picture once was.” A famous conservator declared recently: “We are the sorcerer’s well-behaved apprentices.”

---

68 Cooperation with Sir William Blake Richmond may have been facilitated by his son, Ernest Tatham Richmond, who was on Herz Pasha’s staff at the time. Ormos 2009a:93. Criticisms concerning the painting of the ceiling in the qibla-iwān of the Barqūqiyya were discussed in the Comité’s session of 26 November 1890. BC 7, 1890, 27. Ormos 2009a:130.

69 In general, cf. the second part of the following note.

70 The reference at the end of the paragraph is to Goethe’s ballad, Der Zauberlehrling, which tells the story of The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, who in his master’s absence tries to
Sanders goes on to say that ‘Abduh “laid out a program of repair for mosques as part of his broad program of religious reform” (2008:61–62). Later on, somewhat inconclusively, she writes that “[t]he repair of material structures, particularly large monuments, was not his priority” (62); later still we find the assertion that “Muhammad Abduh had little to say about the preservation of antique mosques” (83). These statements manifestly contradict one another. Let us examine this question. Accepting Sanders’s first statement to be true we want to hear more about ‘Abduh’s program of repair for mosques and are eager to know the details. Sanders has none but refers the reader to Alaa El-Habashi’s dissertation on the Comité’s history, which devotes one section of the appendix to this question: “Appendix 4: The viewpoint of Muhammad 'Abdu (1849–1905) towards preservation” (2001:310–317). However, having gone through it we find that seven of the eight pages of the section in question are devoted to ‘Abduh’s view on pictorial representation in Islam, a most important subject on its own account but one that has hardly any relevance for the restoration of Arab-Islamic monuments in Egypt. In the remaining page, in fact the first one, we encounter the passage on the restoration of mosques and their ceilings that is quoted above but hardly anything else on restoration. 

It seems that in this case El-Habashi has been misled by the phrase ḥal-ḥalāṣid, which he uses with reference to ‘Abduh, borrowing it from his pupil, Rašīd Riḍā: “During the 1890’s and 1900’s, he [‘Abduh] started to talk about ‘repair’ (ḥalāṣ) of mosques” (El-Habashi 2001:310). The word ḥalāṣ can and does of course mean “repair” among other things but this is not the case here as clearly appears from the context of El-Habashi’s sources (31, 240). It is the well-known technical term that we encounter here in the meaning of “reform”, with ḥalāṣ al-masāǧid meaning “reform of mosques”, namely of mosques as institutions.

accordance with his own cautious personality and attitudes, ‘Abduh’s concept of the reform of mosques implied changes and improvement to the material and organisator levels but not a basic reform of the whole system beginning with its fundaments (Kemke 1991:37–39). The semantic field of “reform” is in fact quite wide: reform of mosques could of course include architectural conservation, but this is not the case here. ‘Abduh submitted a detailed description of his “Mosque Project” (Lāʾiḥat al-Masāǧid) to the Supreme Waqf Council (Mağlis al-Awqâf al-A’lā) and if one goes through its text, which was published by Rašīd Riḍā in al-Manār, it appears clearly that it concerned the organization of mosques, their personnel, wages, etc., but there is not a single word in it about architectural conservation. In the relevant place of Muḥammad ‘Abduh’s vast biography by Muḥammad Rašīd Riḍā we do in fact encounter the word ‘imāra, which might just as well mean restoration in the given place at first sight (“Tatimma”, 488 [lines 1–5]). However, Rašīd Riḍā’s formulation is equivocal and somewhat vague, his usage having evidently been influenced by the basic meaning of this word, which is often used in the general meaning of “welfare”, “prosperity”, “blossoming”. Rašīd Riḍā’s formulation is based on ‘Abduh’s own description of his project, and if we consult it we find that ‘Abduh is silent on preservation: he does not say a single word on this subject.

As for the expression islāh al-masāǧid, it occurs mainly in passages written by ‘Abduh’s pupil, Muḥammad Rašīd Riḍā, in the texts which have served as sources for Alaa El-Habashi. In one place Muḥammad Rašīd Riḍā uses the expression islāh al-masāǧid with such a wide meaning that it also refers to the architectural struc-

here the purification of mosques from heretical innovations. The work contains some scattered references to the erection, decoration, furnishing and maintenance of mosques, but there is no trace of a complete restoration program. It is instructive to go through its Conclusion and Table of Contents (263–279) at least. See Qāsimī, Islāh. On al-Qāsimī, see Commins 1990:65–88.


75 On ‘imāra as a technical term meaning “preservation”, “repair”, “maintenance”, see El-Habashi 2001:31–32, 236–240. El-Habashi errs when he regards Lane’s Lexicon as a source for “modern” usage of Arabic in Egypt in the second half of the nineteenth century in contrast to the “historical” usage of previous centuries. Lane extracted his Lexicon mainly from the works of authors living between 687 and 1790, carefully translating their definitions and always indicating these authors with the help of abbreviations. As for Lane’s later sources such as Murtaḍā al-Zabīdī (d. 1790), the author of Tāǧ al-ʿArūs, or al-Firūzābādī (d. 1413), the author of al-Qāmūs al-Muhīt, they mainly rely on earlier sources themselves. Lane’s sources can be consulted in the Preface to his work (Lexicon XXX–XXXI). It is true that Lane sometimes added in square brackets remarks on modern, “contemporary” (c. 1830) usage, but their number is small and there is no such remark in the entry in question here.
tasures of mosques, stating that 'Abduh was also concerned with the fabric of the buildings, but this general statement does not go beyond what we already know about 'Abduh’s general concern with the disrepair of mosques. This last passage also demonstrates clearly the fact that 'Abduh was concerned with organizational, educational and financial reforms, but not with architectural conservation. In general, 'Abduh attached great importance to education. This appears from the efforts he exerted in favour of reforming al-Azhar, too (Kemke 1991:30–31, 39). 'Abduh and his followers placed much more weight on education than on the construction or maintenance of mosques. On the occasion of the inauguration of a new school in the Delta, Muḥammad Raṣīd Riḍā, 'Abduh’s main follower declared, in the master’s presence, that the building of schools was more important than that of mosques:

إن إنشاء المدارس أفضل من إنشاء المساجد من حيث إن المصلى في المساجد إذا كان جاهلاً تكون عبادته فاسدة وذلك ذنب يستحق العقاب وفي المدارس يزاح الجهل وتصح أعمال الدنيا. وإذا كان العلم أفضل الأشياء فالمساعدة عليه مساعدة على أفضل الأعمال وصاحبة يستحق أفضل الثناء والشكر فيجب أن نشكر لهذا الرجل الجليل عمله والله تعالى يشكره له ويجزيه عليه أفضل الجزاء.

“The erection of schools is preferable to the erection of mosques in view of the fact that when a person performing a prayer is ignorant, his act of religious worship remains invalid; this is a sin deserving punishment. In schools, ignorance is eliminated and thus the affairs of the world will proceed in their right course. And if knowledge is the most preferable thing, then the promotion of its acquisition is in fact the promotion of the most preferable thing, and a person acting in its favour deserves the utmost praise

76 Riḍā, Tārīḫ I, 630. The title of the chapter is ‘Amaluhū fi l-Awqāf al-ʿĀmma wa-iṣlāḥ al-masāǧid [His Work in the Waqf Administration and the Reform of Mosques]”. The expression iṣlāḥ al-masāǧid occurs also in Muḥammad Raṣīd Riḍā’s introduction to “Lā’īha [b]” 307 [line 1]. — In the Conclusion of his dissertation El-Habashi remarks that “Muhammad 'Abdu ... proposed a different approach towards preservation similar to the one of the waqf” (2001:192–193) without, however, offering a proof for this statement. El-Habashi makes this remark in the context of Herz Pasha’s preservation principles, which he discusses in connection with the Rifāʿī mosque. However, this approach cannot be accepted because the Rifāʿī mosque was not a historic monument of architecture in Herz Pasha’s time but a modern building awaiting completion. Therefore Herz’s work on it did not fall within the sphere of preservation but within his diametrically opposed activity as an architect designing and erecting new buildings. El-Habashi makes repeated references to the mosque of al-Ṣāliḥ Ṭalāʿī in the paragraph in question. However, I have the strong impression that it is rather the mosque of Sultan Ḥasan that he has in mind there.
and gratitude. Therefore we must thank this splendid man for his work. God the Sublime will thank him for it and will give him the best reward.”

ʿAbduh was also present but hoarseness prevented him from delivering an adequately long speech. However, he declared that he agreed with what the other speakers had said. Thus we can conclude that the passage above is in complete agreement with his views.

Schools eliminated ignorance, thereby according to worldly and religious acts and activities their proper values, and therefore it was educational affairs that ʿAbduh and his followers around al-Manār regarded as being of paramount importance. Education played a central role in his theory of reform. Led by the desire to modernize Egyptian society, he wanted to reform it peacefully and gradually, which also included the adaptation of whatever proved useful for his native land from among the knowledge, methods and inventions amassed by the Europeans: his aim was to create harmony between Islam and the West (al-Ḥuḍayyī 1995).

The cumulative evidence of what has been said above is sufficient to prove that ʿAbduh did not lay out a program of repair for mosques. He was concerned about the state of mosques in general, deplored their disrepair and no doubt wanted to see them repaired at some point in the future, but had no program of repair himself.

ʿAbduh’s account of his visit to Sicily in 1902, of which El-Habashi quotes the remarkable section on pictorial representation in Islam in extenso, is also instructive regarding other aspects of ʿAbduh’s relationship to Europe and Europeans, and allows us to draw certain conclusions concerning the preservation of monuments (Riḍā, Tārīḥ, II:473–504). Most of his account of his stay in Sicily has an educational purpose, as he himself stresses right at the beginning; he wants to mention things either as ʾibra (“admonition”, “lesson”, “example [to be followed]”) or as fukāha (“joke”, ”entertainment”) (Riḍā, Tārīḥ, II:474). Often he admonishes his Egyptian readers directly. On the other hand, one has the impression that many of his criticisms of the conditions in Palermo and Messina are directed at his compatriots, without his explicitly saying so. In his account he is appreciative of certain things and praises them, while criticizing others.

The main subject of ʿAbduh’s account is the study of the “vestiges“, ”remains”, “relics” (āṯār) of the Arab-Islamic past in Sicily as well as the way the locals handle vestiges of the past in general and those of the Arab-Islamic past in particular. He deals with this question repeatedly on a general level, with reference to

---

77 The person referred to at the end of the quotation is the founder of the new school.
78 [Riḍā,] “Iḥṭifāl” 151–158, esp. 152. Goldziher errs in attributing this statement directly to ʿAbduh (1952:342).
79 On Muḥammad ʿAbduh’s views on reform, see Zāyid 1997.
Europeans, and also discusses the European habit of preserving these vestiges in museums (dūr al-āṯār). He has certain criticisms in this respect. For instance, in Palermo he finds the Capuchin catacombs with their mummies rather weird and the service in the Public Library chaotic and insufficient. Yet he approves of the Europeans’ attitude to their vestiges and relics, and of the care they show in their preservation. He deals extensively with vestiges and relics kept in museums and libraries (objets d’art, manuscripts and books) but there can be no doubt that his considerations also apply to monuments of architecture, the more so as his account of Sicily abounds in enthusiastic descriptions of various architectural monuments, with special emphasis on their wonderful mosaics.

The tone of ʿAbduh’s account of the Italian and European practices of preservation of objets d’art, of books and manuscripts is very positive as is the whole tenor of his attitude towards the European practices discussed: he thinks that they should be adopted by Muslims, too. In connection with objets d’art and antiquities kept in museums he uses the expressions ḥifẓ al-āṯār and muḥāfaẓa ʿalā l-āṯār. The fact that in Arabic the word ʿāṯār (“remains”, “relics”; “vestiges”; “marks”, “signs”) is used for old objets d’art as well as for monuments of architecture, books, manuscripts, etc., especially in the combination ʿāṯār al-mutaqaddimīn (“remains”, “relics”; “marks”, “signs of our predecessors”, “of persons belonging to earlier times”), implies that in ʿAbduh’s mind these areas are not distinct as they are in the minds of Europeans who use completely different words to denote them. This approach is supported by the circumstance that objets d’art, monuments of architecture, books, manuscripts etc. – all of them – are in fact remnants of persons belonging to previous times and may serve as sources of education, pride and glory. Riḍā’s subtitle to ʿAbduh’s account wholly supports our interpretation:

فَصِلُ مِن رَحلةِ الأَسْتَاذِ الْإِمَامِ الأَخَرَى إِلَى أُورِبَا وَجِزِيرَةِ صِلْقِيَّةٍ وَتُونِسٍ وَالجَزِائرَ سَنَةٌ ۱۳۲۱ هـ ۱۹۰۲ مِدَنَ فِيهِ مَا رَأَىْ فِيهِ الْفَائِدَةِ وَالْعِبْرَةِ مِنَ الْآثَارِ الْعَرَبِيَّةِ فِي بَلَرِمْ عَاصِمَةٌ صِلْقِيَّةٍ

“A chapter from the recent journey of the Imam and Teacher to Europe, the island of Sicily, Tunis and Algeria in 1321 AH / AD 1902 in which he records all the useful information and precepts worthy of being followed which he derived from the Arab vestiges in Palermo, the capital of Sicily” (Riḍā, Tārīḥ II, 473).

Therefore these remnants or vestiges deserve proper care and preservation. ʿAbduh stresses how important it would have been to preserve samples of coins and units of measures used by previous generations even from the viewpoint of religious law because it would have saved the community from numerous errors and controversies. He goes so far as to declare that it would have been a religious obligation

to preserve them. The same is true of precious manuscripts: the community did not care to preserve them as it should have done and therefore they are now mostly dispersed in European libraries, although ʿAbduh admits that a few can be found in the Khedivial Library. Things have not changed even now, ʿAbduh adds sadly:

“...If I wanted to enumerate for you the scientific works which they [the Europeans] have preserved and which we have squandered then I would write a book for you on this subject which would disappear just as others did and after a while you would find it in the hands of a European in France or some other European country” (Riḍā, Tārīḫ II, 502).

ʿAbduh deplores the great losses but he does not blame the Europeans – there is no trace of reproach against them in his tone –, nor does he blame their methods of preservation, he does not even comment on them; instead he blames his own people, who should have preserved their own heritage but who have failed to do so. No doubt his blame has an educational purpose, too: with an eye to the future, he is hoping to change his compatriots in this respect.82

Thus it stands to reason that by analogy Muḥammad ʿAbduh’s attitude towards preserving the relics of the past also encompasses the preservation of architectural monuments, including the European methods as employed by the Comité. Many mosques are in ruins, others are in a deplorable state of repair, for which the blame is to be laid on his countrymen, who neglected them instead of taking care of them as they should have done. Muḥammad ʿAbduh would like to see them repaired and this can be accomplished by following the Europeans’ example, by adopting their methods because they are proven to be effective and successful. There can be no doubt that ʿAbduh deplored the involvement of so many foreigners in Egypt’s life in general and the British occupation in particular and that he would have preferred to see a purely Egyptian body taking care of Arab-Islamic and Coptic monuments in Egypt – in my opinion this is what he implies obliquely by the reference to the restorations made for the sake of European tourists quoted above. But despite this general attitude, we may conclude by way of analogy that ʿAbduh did not object to the Comité’s activities, for the simple reason that for the time being there was nothing better on offer. He never said the Comité should stop its activities, as far as I know, and even in the reference quoted above he did not say the Comité should not have restored those mosques; what he deplored was that there were so many other mosques also awaiting restoration. And he thought that the “reform of mosques” (iṣlāḥ al-masāǧid), namely the education of mosque personnel and of

82 ʿAbduh addresses similar indirect, seriously worded urges to his compatriots in Riḍā, Tārīḫ II, 478 [last 7 lines].
believers, as well as the raising of mosque personnel’s salary, had absolute priority over the restoration of the edifices themselves. His deep conviction of the importance of education appears in his account of his stay in Sicily: he discusses it in extenso in connection with his encounter with a Capuchin monk from Aleppo, who is teaching Arabic in his order’s school of missionaries (Riḍā, Tārīḥ II, 479–481).

It is most interesting to note ʿAbduh’s tone in his account. He looks in astonishment and wonder at the museums in Sicily implying that the museum, as an institution, is something absolutely new for him. Museums seem to represent an important discovery for him on this trip of 1902. If we take his statements at face value, it would imply that he had never visited a museum before, either in Egypt or in his long exile, and that he had not even heard of their existence. This is rather perplexing, given his profound acquaintance with various layers of Western culture, his stays in and visits to Western Europe and his connections with Western scholars. And in his lifetime there were three outstanding museums in Egypt, devoted to the history of Egypt and her culture: the Egyptian Museum, the Graeco-Roman Museum in Alexandria, and the Arab Museum (present-day Museum of Islamic Arts). Is it possible that this tone has simply an educational purpose?

It may be worth mentioning that ʿAbduh and Herz knew each other personally. We know of one personal encounter. On 21 April 1900 Herz paid a visit to ʿAbduh to obtain detailed information on the ritual “Ḍikr Maḥyā” for his friend Ignaz Goldziher (Ormos 2005:174).

**Restoration of Mosques versus Religious Worship**

As regards the Comité’s restoration of mosques, Sanders remarks that the Comité’s primary concern was not their restoration as places of religious worship:

“ʿAbduh’s reform program for mosques was, in fact, a restoration program but one with entirely different – even contradictory – goals from those of the Comité. Unlike the Comité program of restoration, in which conserved mosques were not ordinarily conceived as sites of religious worship (except, perhaps, in an incidental way), ʿAbduh’s reform program was intended specifically to make mosques appropriate places of religious activity for the local population. This is a concern about which the Comité is silent, for their primary concern was not to restore mosques as functioning religious institutions for the local Muslim community” (2008:62).

“[The Comité] ... restored many buildings that were irrelevant in the late nineteenth century to daily religious life, and did so in a way that guaranteed their continued irrelevance. ... [T]he Comité ... rendered these structures into a continuing irrelevance to ongoing religious life in the city. The Comité’s view of the relationship of its own activities to religious life in the city is
clear in one of its earliest decisions, namely, that its funds would not be spent on to make mosques (even ‘historic’ mosques) functional for worship: ‘il est confirmé que le Comité ne prendra à sa charge que ceux des travaux qui seront exécutés dans le but de la conservation des bâtiments qu’il classera dans la catégorie des monuments historiques, car tous les travaux qui sont nécessaires à l’exploitation d’un monument servant au culte ne rentrent pas dans l’espèce des travaux à payer sur le budget du Comité.’” [“‘It has been confirmed that the Comité will pay only for work to be executed with the aim of the conservation of those buildings which it will list under the category of historic monuments because it is not the case that all the works necessary for the use of buildings serving religious worship would be included in the kind of works which are to be paid from the Comité’s budget’”] (87).83

Sanders is basically right in claiming that the Comité’s primary concern in restoring mosques was not their restoration as places of religious worship (62, 87). However, this did not mean that the Comité in any way hindered their return to religious worship: this was simply a question on which it was not the Comité’s task or place to decide. This did not mean that the Comité strove to obstruct religious worship owing to a basically hostile attitude towards Islam, as Sanders seems to insinuate. The Comité was a technical department concerned with mosques as monuments of architecture from a technical viewpoint: it provided a technical service consisting of conservation, restoration and – in the case of historic monuments – also maintenance. Thus one is wholly justified in saying that religious worship was not the Comité’s primary concern, but one cannot reproach it for this attitude because this was an entirely normal state of affairs: whether or not a mosque was returned to religious worship was decided by its owner or administrator – often the Waqf Administration – but certainly not by the Comité. On the other hand, it must be stressed that the Comité always carried out the conservation of mosques with the aim of returning them to religious worship. It thought that believers would be glad to pray in beautifully restored mosques and this supposition was confirmed by the facts: “The beauty of these restored mosques seems to appeal to the eyes of the worshippers, and there is no doubt that the mosque of el-Muayyad has been far more frequented for prayer since its liwan was restored to something of its original beauty and richness of gold and colour” –, Stanley Lane-Poole wrote in 1895 (Story, 311).

Herz’s philosophy of restoration was – as reported by Lane-Poole and, by the way, quoted by Sanders too – that in those few cases when the restoration of

83 English translation of the French quotation added; Sanders does not give an English version of this passage. The passage itself is from BC 3, 1885, XV.
mosques was the chosen course of action, the aim was “to present as nearly as possible their original appearance, as when first opened for public worship” (Sanders 2008:15). And here Herz really meant what he said, i.e. that mosques should be returned to believers in this state after the completion of works; he never thought of preserving mosques as dead monuments. This circumstance even determined the Comité’s method of restoration. It could not restrict itself to preservation only, as some stern critics demanded in accordance with certain contemporary theories of conservation, because it could not merely preserve ruins but had to reopen for religious worship complete mosques furnished with all component parts that constitute a mosque. Thus, for instance, when restoring the Barqūqiyya, Herz designed a fountain for the ʿābd, modelling it on the fountain in the ʿābd of the roughly contemporary mosque of Sultan Ḥasan, because the Barqūqiyya’s original fountain had disappeared a long time previously – it had been replaced by an ugly reservoir (ḥanafiyya) – and there were no surviving data on its original form. It is worth noting that it is not uncommon to find this fine fountain depicted in modern publications as an illustration of authentic Mamluk architecture. Even notable specialists are sometimes unaware that it is actually a brand new structure designed by Herz. Thus, for instance, the eminent archeologist and historian of architecture Ludwig Borchardt (d. 1938), who was living and working in Egypt, dated it to “around 1390”, while the grand old historian of Cairo and the Arab world, André Raymond (d. 2011), dated it to 1386. Bernard O’Kane discovered only recently that the fountain had been designed by Herz (2014). This is no doubt a great compliment which Herz would surely have been very proud of! We know that upon completing the Rifāʿī mosque he was proud of having erected a worthy counterpart of his beloved Mamluk mosques: he wrote that with its “enthralling appearance” the new mosque was “second to none of the older monuments of the city with respect to its overall effect” (“Ali el-Rifai sejk” 256). In a similar vein, the pulpit (dikkat al-muballīg) was also missing in the Barqūqiyya, with no data available on its original form. In this case, Herz prepared two designs: one modelled on the pulpit of Sultan Ḥasan, and another on that of al-Muʿayyad Ǧayḥ. The Comité opted for the latter design (Ormos 2009a:121).

I must say that in the course of my research on Herz Pasha’s activities in the Comité, which began in 1997, I cannot remember ever coming across a single mention of the changing of a mosque’s function or of alienating it from religious service. This was never envisaged and the subject was never discussed by the

---

84 On the source of this quotation, see n. 54 above.
85 See, e.g., Yeomans 2006:199.
Comité as far as I can recall. Here again Sanders is conveniently oblivious to the fact that in addition to the director general of the Waqf Administration, more than half of the Comité members were usually Egyptian Muslims. Are we really to believe that ʿAlī Bahǧat, Ṣābir Ṣabrī or the directors-general of the Waqf Administration would have condoned the repeated alienation of mosques to religious worship?

As for the French quotation Paula Sanders adduces (reproduce above), its real meaning seems to have eluded her because her interpretation is downright wrong. It must be admitted that the formulation of the original is somewhat clumsy. However, its meaning and relevance are absolutely clear in the given context: the passage concerns the funding of the Waqf Administration’s activities. In it the Comité makes it clear that it is ready to pay from its own budget for conservation works on listed monuments only, while works on mosques which have no special historical or artistic importance and are thus not included in the official list of monuments have to be paid for by the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration. It does not say that the latter need not be conserved or maintained; it merely says that their conservation and maintenance must be paid by the Technical Bureau and not by the Comité.

Some background information may be necessary here to elucidate the circumstances of this statement in its contemporary setting. By law the Comité was obliged to take care only of listed monuments, a task which was well beyond its capacities even in this limited measure because of the meagre budget at its disposal, which in turn was the result of the straitened fiscal situation. At the time of this statement the Comité, which constituted a department of the Waqf Administration, did not have a technical bureau of its own but the works it prescribed were carried out by the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration, which was in general responsible for the maintenance of unlisted mosques, i.e. those that did not figure on the official list of architectural monuments. The Technical Bureau was always understaffed and overburdened, its own budget insufficient, and therefore when the Comité was founded, the staff of the Technical Bureau regarded the new task of executing the Comité’s decisions in addition to its own regular tasks as a most unwelcome nuisance. The Bureau’s staff was not even convinced of the necessity of the Comité’s activities at all. In addition, the works prescribed by the Comité differed greatly from the kind of works the Bureau was used to: in executing the Comité’s decisions it was usually called on to do exactly the opposite of what it did in the course of its regular activities following its own time-honoured traditional methods. Nor was it easy to keep the sums coming from various sources apart, and consequently they were often diverted and used for alien purposes, either by mistake or deliberately. As a consequence of this, there was continuous tension between the Comité on the one hand and the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration on the other. The situation became more tolerable and tensions lessened.
considerably with the foundation of the Comité’s own Technical Section in 1890, but they did not disappear. Thus, as far as the present quotation is concerned, the Comité’s aim was to define precisely which mosques it was obliged to conserve from its own meagre budget and which not – there is no hint whatsoever of discontinuing religious worship in the latter, nor any display of an ultimately negative attitude towards religious worship in Islam, as implied by Sanders.

The setting of this statement is of relevance here, too. Muḥammad Zakī Pasha, director-general of the Waqf Administration and the Comité’s president, addressed a letter to Franz Pasha, director of the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration, who was a member of the Comité at the same time, suggesting that in the future all works of the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration (the Comité did not yet have a technical bureau of its own), whatever they might be, should be submitted to the Comité for its expert opinion before work began – probably owing to the Comité’s expertise and high prestige. The post of the Comité’s president was always filled by the director-general of the Waqf Administration ex officio and was thus a nominal post, while the professional work was at the time directed by Franz Pasha, owing to his post and his professional skill. The President turned to Franz Pasha within the Comité evidently in his capacity as president of the newly established agency. The circumstance that the president, who was at the same time director-general of the Waqf Administration and as such Franz Pasha’s superior in the Administration, addressed Franz Pasha with this request in the Comité and not in the Administration, proves the importance of the Comité and its relatively independent status within the Administration. At the same time, Franz Pasha appears here in two opposing capacities: he figures as the head of the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration and also as the Comité member responsible for technical matters – the post of chief architect to the Comité did not yet exist. This rather complicated setup also mirrors the insufficient demarcation of responsibilities. The Comité was apparently unhappy with this suggestion, partly because it was overburdened and scarcely able to fulfil even its own tasks on listed monuments, and partly because it feared that its own meagre funds could end up being diverted, and it therefore politely rejected this suggestion by means of a legal argument.

Thus the gist of the French quotation above is that the Comité’s task is to execute or supervise conservation works on listed Arab-Islamic monuments only, and these – and only these – are to be paid for from its own budget; it is not the case that any work on any religious monument would have to be paid from the Comité’s meagre budget. It must be admitted, however, that there is some imprecision in this statement. The formulation tacitly assumes that all listed monuments are in the possession of the Waqf Administration, whereas this was not the case. This lack of precision can be explained by the circumstance that the Comité was involved with the precise demarcation of spheres within the Waqf Administration rather than making general declarations relevant to all cases. It is clear that the
Comité wanted to spare and concentrate its energy and funds. That our interpretation is correct is confirmed by a related suggestion made by ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak in the Comité’s session on 16 December 1882, which again concerned the important question of the financing of works:

“Lorsque le Comité juge qu’un monument quelconque doit être restauré or étayé, il doit autant que possible voir que les frais ne soient à la charge du Comité que lorsque le monument appartient à l’Administration des Wakfs; si le monument en question appartient à une autre administration ou à un particulier, le Comité doit borner ses opérations à une surveillance technique et scientifique sans déboursement des frais.” / “When the Comité judges that a particular monument should be restored or underpinned it should as far as possible make sure that the costs are borne by the Comité only in such cases where the monument belongs to the Waqf Administration. If the monument in question belongs to another administration or to a private individual, the Comité’s activity should be restricted to technical and scientific supervision without covering the costs” (BC 112, 1882–1883, 16).

The point here is again the sharp demarcation of the area within which the Comité was obliged to fund works: ‘Alī Pasha wanted to make sure that every proprietor should cover the expenses arising from works on buildings in his possession. This also means that at this point the Comité pays only for works belonging to the Waqf Administration, in whose “bosom” it functions and from whose budget most of its own expenses are also covered – in December 1882 we are in the first months of the British occupation when the Comité has just started its activities. This case shows that problems related to the financing of works emerged very early in the Comité’s history.

In the same context a similar accusation has been voiced by Alaa El-Habashi, who thinks that by concentrating their attention on technical details, on aspects of art and architecture, and by neglecting function, rituals and traditions, the Comité and Herz “alienated the mosques from their societies” (2001:97, 146, 192). Apart from freeing the mosques of “parasitic structures”, i.e. booths attached to their façades, I am aware of only one occasion when Herz intervened in any aspect of a mosque’s traditional way of functioning.

When restoring the Barqūqiyya, Herz put an end to the believers’ earlier habit of performing their ritual ablutions at the fountain in the ṣahn, relegating it to the secluded ablution court, which dated from the mosque’s foundation. He was convinced that the secluded ablution court had originally been destined for ritual ablutions while the fountain in the ṣahn had served a purely decorative purpose.

---

87 On the source of this expression, see n. 13 above.
88 Cf. n. 117 and the corresponding paragraph below.
However, Herz thought that with the Ottoman conquest (1517), the new rulers of the country, who – owing to the different ground-plan of Ottoman mosques, which derives from Byzantine churches – had been used to performing their ritual ablutions in large open courtyards adjoining the central part of mosques, in their new home retained their habit of performing their ablutions at the big fountains in the big ʿṣāḥns of Mamluk mosques, which were in fact of different origin, serving different purposes. The local population soon followed suit and abandoned the secluded original ablution courts, which fell into disrepair. Herz was confirmed in his theory when he found the original ablution court of the mosque of Sultan ʿHasan during his work on that splendid mosque.

Herz’s approach to this subject was conditioned by his cultural background. Having been brought up in a part of the world where most places of religious worship were consecrated churches, which are endowed with an aura of sacredness owing to the awe-inspiring presence of the divinity, where numen adest, and which are therefore demarcated from the profane sphere of the world, he found it unacceptable that such a profane activity as “washing oneself” could be performed in the close vicinity of the central part of similar places of religious worship because such an act would be tantamount to desecration. Therefore he took steps to put an end to what he regarded as a mistaken and reprehensible practice in the Barqūqīyya. The local residents protested but their protests were turned down by the Comité. In other quarters, however, Herz’s measure was a success. The imām of the mosque of ʿIlğāy al-Yūsufī requested from the Comité in 1895 that a similar facility should be installed and the same system introduced in his mosque. He wanted to put an end to the reprehensible and insanitary habit of some believers urinating into the ditch surrounding the ḥanāfīyya in the ʿṣāḥn (BC 12, 1895, 76).

It was only much later, when the waqfiyyas of Barqūq, Sultan ʿHasan, etc., became accessible in the second half of the twentieth century – the waqfiyya of the Barqūqīyya was discovered by Salih Lamei Mostafa only in the 1960s! – that it came to light that Herz had been wrong: both the fountain in the ʿṣāḥn and that in the secluded ablution court had originally been installed with the express purpose of serving ritual ablution (Ormos 2013a:330–334; 2013b). Herz’s notion of sacredness is absent from mosques: believers of course treat them with due respect but regard them as a part of their everyday life. Thus, for instance, it is quite common to find believers taking their afternoon nap in the neighbourhood mosque on a hot day or young boys and university students learning their lessons in the cool space of a mosque – all this would be impossible in a church. It is therefore entirely

89 The original Ottoman arrangement described above was modified by Sinan (d. 1588) and his pupils, who removed the washing ritual from the courtyard altogether, which led to the development of lateral arcades and the ample protection of their eaves (Goodwin 1971:172. Ormos 2013b).
plausible that in addition to believers who were happy with their beautifully restored neighbourhood mosque there were others who found a brand new-looking mosque irritating, even infuriating, because they could not go on spending their spare time there as relaxed as they had done before the Comité’s intervention. And it is beyond a doubt that the owners or tenants of the booths attached to the façades of mosques which Herz and the Comité were adamant in removing as “parasitic structures” were – wholly understandably from their own point of view – anything but happy to lose their shops so excellently located near the entrance of a highly frequented popular mosque in the main thoroughfare of the busy metropolis. In addition, these shops leant against the walls of mosques, which lent them strength and solidity. Herz and the Comité here followed accepted contemporary European practice, where the situation was not unlike that in Egypt. It was only with the gradual surfacing of waqfiyyas in the twentieth century that it came to light that in many cases the “parasitic” booths were in fact original constituent parts of the buildings in question and not later harmful accretions that one must get rid of at any cost, as Herz and the Comité saw them before World War I.90

Waqfs

Sanders deals with the question of waqfs and accuses the Comité of having had “little understanding” of the traditional working of the system because it was not aware of the way waqf properties were maintained and of the way they generally functioned (2008:28–34, esp. 29, 33).91 However, Sanders offers no proofs for this statement, which at first sight seems a highly implausible claim. The Comité functioned “within the bosom” of the Waqf Administration as one of its departments; most of the monuments it dealt with were waqfs; and most of the time the majority of its members were knowledgeable local Egyptians. In the first decade of its existence, the Comité’s decisions were executed by the Technical Bureau of the Waqf Administration. Herz regarded himself as an official of the Waqf Administration to the end of his life. In 1912 he described himself as a department head and chief architect of the “Ministry of Religion” in an interview he gave a local paper during a visit to Temesvár, where he had gone to school in his youth. This also appears from his death notice, where he is described as an official of the Egyptian Waqf Ministry.92 The Waqf Administration regarded the

90 See, e.g., the passage on the booths in Qalâ’ūn’s waqfiyya referred to in n. 117 below.
91 On waqfs in general, see Deguilhem 2008.
92 “Herz Miksa basa”. Herz Pasha was visiting his favourite sister, her family and friends in the bustling city of Temesvár. The printed death notice is in the possession of the Sereni family in Milan-Naples-Rome.
Comité as one of its departments even towards the end of Herz Pasha’s era. When Aḥmad Šafīq Pasha, the president, resigned from his post in December 1913, the senior officials in the Administration (ruʿasāʾ Dīwān al-Awqāf) presented him with a beautifully-framed group photograph to remind him of their successful collaboration; Herz is sitting in the front row (Šafīq, Muṣṭakirāt III:295). To claim that under these circumstances the Comité had no idea of how the waqf system functioned sounds highly implausible. In actual fact, Sanders knows that the Comité was “a branch of the awqaf department”, but seems to forget this on numerous occasions (2008:160 [n. 48]). But let us examine this question in some detail to see whether Sanders’s claim can be substantiated.

It should be pointed out right at the beginning that Sanders’s treatment of the subject is contradictory and misleading as a whole. While she does describe correctly the main lines of the modifications of the waqf system in the Ottoman era, both predating and after the basic reforms effected by Muḥammad ʿAlī and his successors, she fails to draw the appropriate conclusions. She states clearly that owing to several factors the waqf system ceased to function properly and was thus unable to fulfil one of its basic functions, namely that of assuring the maintenance and conservation of buildings. It follows from this that the Comité, which was not functioning as an independent institution of its own but was a department of the Waqf Administration, could not have fulfilled its task in accordance with its own requirements if it had completely accommodated itself to the existing system. But accommodating itself to a system and being aware of how the latter functioned are “distinct offices and of opposed natures”.

If we now proceed to examine the question whether the Comité was unaware of the functioning of the traditional waqf system, we must differentiate between earlier times and the Comité era (before and after 1881). As far as the former is concerned, we find ourselves in a difficult position “due to a scarcity of documented information. ... Restorations carried out in the past do not provide satisfactory data on restoration techniques nor upon the factors of deterioration that led to the damage of these historical buildings” (Abd El-Hady 1995:55). As for the latter, it was in fact the Technical Office of the Waqf Administration which executed the Comité’s orders, before the Comité’s own Technical Section was founded simultaneously with the creation of the post of the chief architect (bāḥṣuḥandis) and Herz Pasha’s appointment to it in 1890. Accepting an offer by Franz Pasha in the autumn of 1880, Herz himself had begun his career in the Technical Section of

93 On the basic transformations and diminutions in the number of waqfs under Muḥammad ʿAlī Pasha and his successors, which had a profound influence upon the maintenance of mosques, see briefly Kemke 1991:23–28. Cf., however, n. 96 and the corresponding paragraph here.

94 See n. 57 above.
the Waqf Administration in early 1881. First he was a draughtsman and then in May 1882 he was appointed engineer (architect) under the director of the Technical Office of the Waqf Administration, i.e. Franz Pasha. This means that Herz himself worked in the Technical Office of the Waqf Administration between 1881 and 1890. And Franz Pasha, who was responsible for the professional aspects of the Comité’s activities in the first period after its foundation and remained on the Comité even after his retirement (1887), was actually the head of the Technical Office of the Waqf Administration at the same time. It is therefore reasonable to argue that the Comité must have been absolutely aware of how the waqf system and the Waqf Administration functioned. Stanley Lane-Poole sketched the background of the situation in 1895 as follows:

“Enough has been said to show that it was not during the rule of pashas and beys that the mosques of Cairo suffered damage and demolition. They were well cared for. Their evil day came when Mohammad ‘Aly, a second but more successful ‘Aly Bey, made himself master of Egypt, and inaugurated a new régime, compared with which the rule of the sternest of the mamlûks was mildness itself. It was Mohammad ‘Aly, who, in 1808–1810, laid hands on the Wakfs or religious endowments, which the piety of many centuries had placed in trust for the maintenance of the mosques and colleges of Egypt, and amidst the tears and curses of all the ‘ulema of Cairo, deprived them of the right to control the sacred monuments confided to their charge. From this act of confiscation, when title-deeds were lost or destroyed, and trust-funds confused and malversed, dates the most serious decay of the monuments of Cairo” (Story 302).95

This traditional view of Muḥammad ‘Alî’s waqf policy has recently been questioned by Melčák, who claims that it was not significantly different from the waqf policy of most rulers since the Fatimid period and that it was considerably more lenient than usually assumed (2010:2–4).96

The disadvantages of the traditional waqf system were conspicuous at the time; the Comité and various observers, both local and foreign, amply described them. Let us quote just one local critic who wrote in 1914:

95 Italics added. The expression “the rule of pashas and beys” refers to the period between the Ottoman occupation (1517) and Muḥammad ‘Alî’s rise to power. ‘Alî Bey “al-Kabîr” (1728–1773), was a Mamluk soldier who de facto ruled Egypt between 1760 and 1772. He is widely regarded as a precursor of Muḥammad ‘Alî (Wucher King 1989:128–129. Goldschmidt Jr. & Johnston 2004:44).

96 If we accept Melčák’s objections, which sound convincing, the question still remains: Why did so many waqf buildings deteriorate so quickly and to such a great extent in the nineteenth century? Evidently, a detailed re-examination of this question is required.
“Visitez une ville en Orient que cela soit Le Caire, Constantinople, Alexandrie, Tantah, Damiette ou autres, vous remarquerez que les immeubles les plus délabrés et les plus sales sont les immeubles Wakfs, visitez une quartier indigène, vous y trouverez des rues étroites, bordées de vieilles maisons qui méritent plutôt le nom de masure; cela tient à ce que le wakf étant inalienable le nazir ou les bénéficiaires ne peuvent en disposer. ... Visitez une mosquée, un établissement public, à l’entretien duquel les revenus de Wakfs importants sont affectés, vous les trouverez dans un état de délabrement à faire pitié...”  

When one browses in the Comité Bulletins one comes across a great number of cases involving waqfs. This does not surprise us. After all many, perhaps even most of the monuments of architecture in Cairo were waqfs. We shall now examine some of these cases, while we also look at certain important aspects of the system.

When the owner of a monument was a private person, the Comité prescribed the necessary intervention, prepared the estimate and sent it to the owner ordering him to execute the works. However, the Waqf Administration and the Comité had no authority to oblige private persons – including the nāzir of waqf ahlīs – to execute the works prescribed by the Comité on the buildings either belonging to them or under their authority; the Waqf Administration could enforce the execution of such works only on its own buildings. This state of affairs was clarified, for example, in 1893–1894 in connection with Baštak Palace when the Comité requested information from the legal adviser of the Waqf Administration as to whether the latter was in a position to oblige its proprietors to execute the works prescribed by the Comité. The proprietors refused to do so but were ready to sell it or exchange it for another piece of real estate. The Comité did not want to acquire the Palace – in all probability, it had no funds for this purpose – but would have preferred to oblige the proprietors to carry out the necessary measures at their own cost. In connection with this case both the Waqf Administration and a Comité member, Ḥusayn Faḥrī Pasha, Minister of Public Instruction and Public Works, suggested that a legal

---

97 English translation added.
background should be created to ensure the conservation of monuments in the possession of private persons or waqf ahlīs.  

A similar case occurred fifteen years later, in 1908, when Qāyitbāy’s wikāla at Bāb al-Naṣr was on the verge of collapse. It was a joint undivided waqf: half of it was owned by the Waqf Administration and the other half by a private waqf. The Waqf Administration informed the Comité that it could only cover the expenses of the repair of the part it owned itself, i.e. one half, while the Comité had to cover the other half. The Comité would have preferred to acquire the private waqf in question by purchase or exchange assuming that the wikāla could easily be put to some lucrative use after restoration, but it did not possess the necessary means while the Waqf Administration was not interested in acquiring it. Thus the Comité wished to oblige the nāẓir to cover his part of the incumbent expenses, but right at the beginning he refused even to discuss the matter with the Comité’s chief architect. The latter (Herz) wanted at all costs to save the wikāla because it was a rare specimen of civil architecture. On this occasion the legal adviser to the Waqf Administration was invited to participate in the Comité’s session. He appeared, declaring that there was no legal way of obliging the administrator to comply with the Comité’s wishes, whereupon a debate erupted because some Comité members flatly dismissed the official adviser’s opinion. What is quite remarkable about these two random examples is that in both cases this very simple question of basic importance had to be clarified by the Waqf Administration’s legal adviser, decades after the Comité’s foundation. And in our second example even a debate erupted on the subject! One has the impression that such cases must have been extremely rare and that private persons or nāẓirs of waqf ahlīs fulfilled the Comité’s orders without demur, although they were not obliged to do so by law.

When the owner was the state, the expenses were paid by the Ministry of Public Works. This appears clearly in the case of a fine portal (8th/14th c.) in Darb al-Labbāna in the vicinity of Sultan Ḥasan and the Rifāʿī mosques, with which the Comité began to occupy itself in 1891. The owner of the portal was unknown, therefore the Comité took steps to find out his identity. In due course the Waqf Administration informed the Comité that the owner was a lady living in the province. The Comité sent her the order with the estimate, whereupon the said lady protested, declaring that it was not in her possession. After further inquiries and investigations it appeared that the portal had no owner. Then the Comité approached the Ministry of Finance asking it to register the gate as state property and, somewhat later, sent the estimate to the Ministry of Public Works.

---

98 BC 10, 1893, 16; 11, 1894, 26. On the legal background, see Speiser 2001:85–89.
99 BC 23, 1906, 32, 49; 24, 1907, 2, 123; 25, 1908, 24.
100 BC 9, 1892, 20; 12, 1895, 15. The number in brackets refers to Pierre Grand Bey’s map (Index to Mohammedan Monuments. See El-Habashi & Warner 1998:82–83. Warner
The circumstance that the Comité did not normally deal with individual waqfs but received a yearly budget (BC 1², 1882–1883, 11) and used it according to its discretion suggests that a significant characteristic of the traditional system which was regarded as a major deficiency from the viewpoint of the practice of architectural conservation had been tacitly overcome. Namely, one of the basic rules of the traditional system was that the revenues of a given waqf were to be spent only on the waqf in question and could not be diverted.¹⁰¹ Thus if a mosque without a living waqf was on the verge of collapse – as was the case with the Māridānī mosque, for instance – while another in good repair had surplus waqf revenues, it was illegal to use the latter for the benefit of the mosque in need. Similar important mosques without living waqfs producing incomes were, for instance, Faraǧ ibn Barqūq’s complex (Barqūq’s funerary mosque) and Qāyītāb’s funerary mosque, both in the Northern Cemetery (BC 13, 1896, 9). This basic rule remained valid but by centralizing the system ways were apparently found to circumvent it.¹⁰² Arnaud writes that on the occasion of establishing an annual budget for the Waqf Administration in 1895 a fatwā was issued which allowed the unification of waqf revenues in a single pool.¹⁰³ According to El-Habashi it was the Khedivial decree no. 12 of 9 November 1896 and the ministerial note of 5 June 1896 that made this possible (2001:91 [n. 115]). However, two of our random examples quoted below (Ǧawhar al-Lālā [1892], Abū Bakr ibn Muzhir [1894]), which openly contravene the traditional system, both predate the fatwā, the Khedivial decree and the ministerial note. Similarly, on 25 September 1890 the Deuxième Commission (Technical Section) of the Comité proposed that the sums which had been allocated for works on Barqūq’s mosque and which had not been spent for various reasons should now be used for works on other monuments instead during the given fiscal year (BC 7, 1890, 111–112). On 19 November 1892 the Deuxième Commission gave a detailed account of the sums paid during the fiscal year 1890, where we encounter a long list of “Monuments non prévus au budget de 1890 (Chap. petits trav. d’entretien)”

2005). This is of course the famous portal (no. 325) which Herz copied as the entrance gate to the wikāla in Cairo Street at the World’s Columbian Exposition of Chicago in 1893. It also appeared at the St Louis World’s Fair of 1904. Herz also used it in the remodelling of the Villa Gianaclis in Cairo; it became the main entrance to the central building of the American University in Cairo in the present Taḥrīr Square.


¹⁰³ Arnaud 1998:248–249, 375 (n. 162). Upon my query the author responded that he had seen a reference to this fatwā in a report but not the fatwā itself. E-mail message of 3 January 2019.
consisting of seventeen items (BC 9, 1892, 101). If they were not planned for the given year then these sums could only be diverted from other monuments!

At the same time, the wording of the Règlement de l’Administration des Wakfs, sanctionné par décret en date du 13 juillet 1895 from the same year expressly forbids the practice which the fatwā, the Khedivial decree and the ministerial note are reported to have allowed and which was at the same time the practice that the Comité seems to have pursued even before these dates. On the other hand, many of our sources emphasize that in this period great care was taken to abide by the letter of the law even if deplorable acts were committed. It seems hardly credible that the Comité would have openly violated the letter of the law and even publicized it in its Bulletins. Further research is needed to clarify the precise legal situation and the details of its development, but the actual practice seems clear.

We will now consider a case to demonstrate that hasty conclusions and generalizations in this field are full of pitfalls. In 1892 the Comité occupied itself with the mosque of Ġawhar al-Lālā. It prepared an estimate for the necessary repair works – the sum of LE 500 was to be covered partly by the Comité (LE 362) and partly by the Waqf Administration (LE 138). At the same time, the Comité’s Deuxième Commission examined the mosque’s waqfiyya and found that according to it the mosque had considerable revenues. The Comité requested the Waqf Administration to check the correctness of these data demanding that – if the mosque still possessed the vast lands described in the waqfiyya – the mosque’s revenues should be assigned to the works of repair in their entirety instead of debiting the amount in question to the Comité’s budget (BC 9, 1892, 61–62). Nothing happened, thus three years later, in 1895, the imām complained again of the bad state of his mosque to the Comité. In view of the urgency of the works, the Deuxième Commission proposed to the Comité that, among others, the remaining sums from the works on the mosques of Qādi Yahyā, Qiğmās al-Işḥāqī and Asanbuğā in the fiscal year 1894–1895 should be appropriated for this purpose. At the same time the Deuxième Commission asked the Comité to remind the Waqf Administration of its earlier request to check the revenues mentioned in the mosque’s waqfiyya – apparently the Waqf Administration had forgotten to do so (BC 12, 1895, 89).

In March 1895 the Ministry of Public Works informed the Comité of the existence of a maqʿad and an Arab house constituting the waqf of the Sheikh al-Šaʿrāwī, where the nāẓir wanted to erect huts (Fr. échêches / Ar. ʿišaš, sg. ʿišša). The Ministry requested the Comité’s opinion on the matter. The Deuxième Commission visited the site and decided to put the maqʿad and the qāʿa on the list of protected monuments. It also decided to admonish the nāẓir to respect these two

---

104 See n. 102 and the corresponding paragraph here.
edifices and to suggest to the Ministry of Public Works to allow the nāzir to proceed with his project on certain conditions (BC 12, 1895, 87–88).

In 1894 certain works had to be executed on Abū Bakr ibn Muzhir’s mosque. However, the funds allotted for works on this mosque had already been spent, therefore the Comité’s Deuxième Commission proposed to take the necessary amount from the sum allotted for the works on Qāḍī Yaḥyā’s mosque in the Azhar area (BC 11, 1894, 93).

In 1890 Darwīš Muṣṭafā, the nāzir of the waqf of Yūsuf al-Ḥin’s mosque, asked for the Comité’s permission to execute certain minor works. The Comité agreed on certain conditions (BC 7, 1890, 120–121). In 1896 the Comité had a similar case with the mosque’s nāzir (BC 13, 1896, 127).

If one goes through the Comité’s Bulletins one finds many references to problems and legal affairs concerning or affecting waqfs. Many of the buildings the Comité dealt with were waqfs and/or affected waqfs, therefore a thorough acquaintance with the waqf system was a sine qua non of the Comité’s execution of its tasks on a day-to-day basis. The Comité dealt regularly with nāzirs. And when nāzirs were not content with the Comité’s steps or objected to them, they complained or went to court, as so often happened. One cannot reasonably assume that under such circumstances the Comité would have been unaware of how the waqf system functioned.

A highly complicated and protracted affair was the expropriation and subsequent elimination of booths which was a necessary corollary of the Comité’s long-term efforts to expose the grandiose façades of monuments. Many of these booths were waqfs and it quite often happened that the Comité was only able to reach its goal by protracted legal procedures: in the case of the Aqmar mosque these lasted twelve years (Ormós 2009a:65).

It sounds in any case most unlikely to assume that the directors-general of the Waqf Administration, who were the presidents of the Comité ex officio, without exception Egyptian Muslims themselves, and ʿAlī Bey Bahgat, an Egyptian nationalist of Turkish extraction, a knowledgeable historian and himself accomplished Arabic scholar, or Şabir Bey Şabrī, the chief architect of the Waqf Administration, an Egyptian Muslim, or Murqus Simayka Pasha, a well-educated and enthusiastic Egyptian Copt (non-Islamic religious communities had waqfs also),105 and Yaʿqūb Artīn Pasha, a highly cultivated local Armenian Christian, whose excellent publications attest to his great interest in and thorough acquaintance with all aspects of Egyptian history, would all have been totally ignorant of the functioning of the waqf system as Sanders wants us to believe.

---

105 On the waqfs of non-Islamic religious communities, see ʿAfīfī 1994.
Sanders presents her claim in a pejorative tone suggesting disapproval and reprehension. Thus she seems to imply tacitly that in its ignorance the Comité replaced a well-functioning waqf organization with an inferior and inadequate system of conservation. However, this subliminal implication in fact contradicts her own deliberations, where she adequately describes the generally poor condition of buildings as well as most shortcomings in the functioning of the waqf system that characterized the nineteenth century.

Comparing traditional waqf practices and those of the Comité, Alaa El-Habashi states in his dissertation that the Comité regarded monuments as “historic remains” only from a technical viewpoint, while the traditional waqf system saw monuments as integral parts of the local society within whose bosom these monuments fulfilled important functions. Thus the traditional system was more interested in the relationship between these monuments and the people using them in their everyday life for the benefits and “blessings” they generated than in mere technical matters. He comes to the conclusion that the conservation philosophy of the traditional waqf system was thus diametrically opposed to that of the Comité (2001:49, 97–98). On the other hand, he also admits at another point that “in reality, Cairo, and many other Egyptian cities, would not possess any buildings from the pre-modern periods had most not been once listed and conserved by the Comité. Had the Comité never been formed, we would have lost them as well” (196).

There are many important and interesting observations concerning our field in El-Habashi’s dissertation but his approach as well as his categorical conclusion, namely that “[t]he Comité’s approach, thus, had fundamentally contradicted the waqf system” (2001:98), have to be put in a wider perspective and attenuated accordingly. Throughout his dissertation El-Habashi tacitly posits a categorical opposition between the waqf system and the Comité, as if the two had been operating on the same level. However, this was not the case: they did not correspond to each other because they were not on the same organizational level. The Comité occupied itself only with technical aspects of conservation, which was only part of the waqf system’s treatment of monuments of architecture. In other words, one can detect behind his argumentation the tacit presupposition that the Comité had altogether replaced the waqf system in its treatment of monuments. This is however not true, since the Comité functioned within the waqf system. It necessarily considered the monuments only from its own technical perspective since other viewpoints were to be accounted for by other organisational agencies on other organisational levels of the waqf system. And owing to the state and constitution of the surviving documents at our disposal we know very little about the technical aspects of the waqf system’s activities in pre-Comité times and thus they
cannot really be compared to those of the Comité. The waqf documents at our disposal deal mainly with aspects which were beyond the Comité’s interests and authority. It is true what El-Habashi writes, namely that the Comité concentrated on matters technical, but that was absolutely normal because that was its task. It is probably also true that the Comité prioritized these technical aspects, even at the cost of loosening the interaction between the building and the immediate neighbourhood, when it thought this was absolutely necessary from a professional viewpoint. This was the case, for instance, when the Comité rid mosques of the adjoining booths.

In actual fact, owing to various contemporary causes, the waqf system fell short of fulfilling its tasks adequately in the nineteenth century. Under these circumstances, the Comité was better qualified to carry out conservational tasks on Arab-Islamic and Coptic monuments at the given time.

On the basis of all that has been said above, it must be stated clearly that the Comité was cognizant of all the organizational intricacies of the waqf system as well as of the technical details of its functioning.

**Waqfiyyas**

Sanders writes:

“The waqf documents that historians and architectural historians now consider to be among our most important sources for the history of monuments were not considered, in the nineteenth or early twentieth centuries, to be sources for historical information” (2008:32–33.). “[I]t is not possible to say with certainty how well known the documents were to Egyptians. What can be said with certainty is that the Comité, itself a branch of the awqaf department, did not use the waqf documents in their study of monuments” (160 [n. 48]).

One cannot say that the Comité did not use waqfiyyas at all: we have just seen the case of Ğawhar al-Lālā above, for instance. However, it is true that the Comité seems to have used them only on certain occasions – a detailed examination of the Comité Bulletins in this respect remains to be undertaken – and when it did so it consulted them concerning legal rights and revenues, problems of ownership, rather than as sources on art history (especially the history of architecture), or

---

106 During my work in the Comité Archives, which are at present kept by the Ministry of Antiquities, I have gained the impression that there are very few documents dating from the period before the foundation of the Comité’s own Technical Office and the creation of the post of chief architect for Herz (1890). It is to be assumed that the relevant documents are in the archives of the Waqf Ministry.
history in general, as Paula Sanders rightly observes here. It is also true that very important waqfiyyas, such as those of Sultan Ḥasan’s madrasa, of the Barqūqiyya in the Coppersmiths’ Bazaar or of Qāyitbāy’s funerary mosque in the Northern Cemetery, seem to have been unknown at the time. We may add that these documents are not only important historical records; they often contain detailed descriptions of architectural monuments, making them very interesting from the view of art history, too. It is true that they are not easy to interpret on account of their difficult and by now largely forgotten technical vocabulary, and that the points of view of their descriptions and methods may basically differ from ours, yet most of the time they contain a body of invaluable information (see Bakhroum 2004; 2011). Thus, for instance, when Herz began to restore Qāyitbāy’s funerary mosque in the Northern Cemetery a lengthy dispute ensued as to whether or not its sahn had originally been covered. When the waqfiyya was discovered and published in the 1930s it settled the question: it became clear that the sahn had indeed originally been covered. Or, as we have seen above, when at the restoration of Sultan Ḥasan, Herz discovered the remnants of a separate ablution court, he developed a thesis claiming that the central fountain in the large sahn had originally served a purely decorative purpose, while the performing of ablutions in it had been a later development under Ottoman rule. When Saleh Lamei Mostafa discovered the Barqūqiyya’s waqfiyya in the 1960s it became clear that both the fountain in the sahn and the ablation court had been installed with the express purpose of ablation. This means that Herz’s otherwise plausible and elegant thesis was wrong.

It is nothing short of extraordinary that these highly important waqfiyyas seem to have been unknown to Comité members in the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries, as Sanders correctly points out. And when waqfiyyas were known they were hardly consulted as historical and architectural sources. And here we are thinking both of European members and of the highly qualified Egyptian members, whom we have just mentioned above. In the first place, we may adduce the name of ʿAlī Bey Bahgat, an accomplished Arabic scholar, who did important research on medieval Arabic manuscripts in the Khedivial Library and also published important Arabic sources in excellent textual editions for the first time. I have gone through his letters to Max van Berchem, which are mainly of a scholarly nature, but I cannot recall him ever mentioning a waqfiyya in them. One could also mention Yaʿqūb Artīn Pasha, a great and prolific scholar of Armenian birth, well-versed in all major aspects of Egyptian history. Although Herz’s command of

108 Mostafa 1982:124 (lines 733–735) (Arabic text) = 146 (German transl.), 125 (lines 758–759) (Arabic text) = 148 (German transl.). See n. 89 and the corresponding paragraphs in the present paper. In general, see Ormos 2013a:330–334; 2013b.
109 The letters are preserved in the Bibliothèque Publique et Universitaire, Geneva.
Arabic would not have enabled him to peruse them himself, there can be no doubt that he would not have hesitated to ask some of his colleagues for help in consulting these invaluable documents had he been aware of their existence, just as he did in the case of Ġawhar al-Lālā – in that case Karl Vollers, the director of the Khedivial Library – himself a member of the Comité – seems to have examined the waqfiyya for the Comité.\(^{110}\) There was also the outstanding philologist and historian ʿĀḥmad Zakī Pasha, the “Dean of Arabism”, the foremost Arabic scholar of the era. Although he did not join the Comité until 1913, he had been around for a long time by then and it is hard to believe that he would not have informed his colleagues serving on the Comité about the historical and artistic relevance of waqfiyyas had he himself been aware of them. Both eminent directors of the Khedivial Library, Karl Vollers and Bernhard Moritz, outstanding German Arabists themselves, were active members of the Comité for long periods.\(^{111}\)

ʿĀḥmad ʿĪsā Bey informs his readers in 1928 that the waqfiyya of Sultan Qalāʾūn’s complex was discovered in the archives of the Waqf Administration when Ibāḥīm Naǧīb Pasha occupied the post of director-general, i.e. between December 1912 and November 1913. ʿĀḥmad ʿĪsā Bey emphasizes that no one had any previous knowledge of the existence of this waqfiyya, adding that according to Ǧābārī it was destroyed together with the books in the library of the māristān when it burned down so that ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Katḥudā was unable to trace it when he wanted to restore the hospital in 1190/1776–1777.\(^{112}\) Subsequently ʿĀḥmad Zakī Pasha was commissioned to decipher and interpret the precious document at its discovery.\(^{113}\) A part of it was first published in French translation, then in the Arabic original.\(^{114}\) The invention of the waqfiyya was also announced in a bilingual publication of the Waqf Ministry on the māristān in 1928 (Mustaṣḥāf 4). At the same time one has the impression that ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak did in fact peruse Qalāʾūn’s waqfiyya in the composition of his Ḥiṭāt decades earlier.\(^{115}\) He certainly consulted waqfiyyas in a number of cases for his monumental work. It is interesting to point out in this context that in 1905 the possibility of the building of a completely new ophthalmic hospital in the vicinity of the ancient hospital was discussed in the Supreme Waqf Council; the question had first been raised in 1896. On this occasion the question arose as to whether the conditions of Qalāʾūn’s waqf

\(^{110}\) *BC* 92, 1892, 61 (n. 1). It is not clear whether Vollers supplied the historical facts only, in all probability using historical sources at his disposal in the Khedivial Library, or it was he who in fact consulted the waqfiyya for the Comité.

\(^{111}\) A list of the Comité members up to World War I can be found in *BC* 31, 1914, VII–X.

\(^{112}\) Ǧābārī, ʿAḡāʾ ib II, 9 [under 1190h/ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Katḥudā].


\(^{115}\) Mubārak, Ḥiṭāt V, 226–230 (Ḡāmiʿ al-māristān), esp. 228–230.
permitted a hospital belonging to the waqf and supported by it to be located on the plot in question at all since the *wāqif* clearly stipulated that his hospital must be located “inside his mosque”, where “his mosque” can only refer to the Qalāʻūn complex. This wording suggests that the relevant waqf authorities did in fact have access to the waqfiyya and also consulted it in 1905. And this happened seven years before its alleged “discovery”! Had Herz Pasha known this invaluable document he would perhaps have seen the booths located all along the complex’s façade in a somewhat different light. Or did he actually know of it without having a clear idea of what it contained exactly?

The Comité fought a protracted struggle to rid the façades of mosques of booths, which it considered “parasitic structures” disfiguring the beautiful edifices, spoiling their monumental appearance and causing harm to their physical state and repair. Comité members were also guided by a wish to monumentalize, to transform these mosques into real monuments in the narrow meaning of the word by isolating them from their surroundings so that their splendour could be displayed in all its magnificence. In doing so they followed contemporary European practice where the same tendency prevailed. On the other hand, the Comité had to overcome the proprietors’ bitter resistance, which was wholly understandable from their point of view, and also the circumstance had to be dealt with that many of these booths were waqfs – in some cases protracted legal processes extending to several years, in the case of the Aqmar mosque to even more than a decade, had to be conducted, as we have already mentioned above (Ormos 2009a:65). Now had Herz and his colleagues been acquainted with Qalāʻūn’s waqfiyya at the time they would have realized that the booths date from the complex’s founding and belonged to the original edifice. This important piece of information might have influenced their attitude towards the booths. I doubt, however, that they would ultimately have changed their basic approach to these “parasitic structures”. All the considerations referred to above, which carried weight with them, were against retaining the booths.

In our own days, in a quite different era, our approach may be different and we certainly take into consideration factors which carried no weight in Herz Pasha’s time. Now we know about the great age of these booths and the modern theory of conservation puts great emphasis on the conservation of large urban units, insisting on avoiding any rupture between monuments and their surroundings. However, the
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situation is not so simple. No one can deny the overtly harmful effect of booths on the contiguous monuments to which they are attached, and we also love to see these wonderful monuments in their full splendour instead of hidden behind an assortment of shabby huts.\textsuperscript{118} It is difficult for us to visualize pre-modern Azhar without its modern walls, for instance: strange as it may sound, this splendid mosque was simply imperceptible from the outside, i.e. it was impossible to see it at all, because it was contiguous with adjoining structures all around it.\textsuperscript{119}

These efforts are generally condemned by El-Habashi. However, as a sequel to his statement that it was in fact the Comité which had saved these monuments partly through precisely these interventions, he at one point concedes, towards the end of his dissertation:

“It is true that the Comité, through its different interventions, isolated those buildings from the living reality within its definition of monument, but it isolated them in order to save them. Clearing ‘parasite structures’ from around and within its monuments, and imposing buffer zones around them, has perhaps secured these monuments from the then rushed development, and froze them until better interventions were available” (2001:196).\textsuperscript{120}

As far as these booths are concerned, it can be assumed that the European members of the Comité, who came from a continent where most places of religious cult were churches, were not aware that they were so to speak “alienating” the mosques in question from their neighbourhoods, because the “distance” between a church and the everyday life of the adjoining community is considerably greater on account of the sanctity of a church than is the relevant relationship between a mosque and its adjoining quarter. In Islam one cannot talk of sanctity in connection with a mosque although a mosque is of course a place of religious cult which deserves a certain veneration on the part of believers. The same approach of ridding churches of similar parasitic structures was widely followed in Europe, too, from where Comité members may have been familiar with it. Nevertheless, a mosque participates in the everyday life of the local community much more than a church does as has been pointed out above.

The Egyptian members of the Comité were also in favour of the approach which the Comité had adopted. For instance, when in connection with the large scale

\textsuperscript{118} The Comité occupied itself with the problem of ridding mosques of parasitic structures, mainly booths, for a long period. They were characteristic constituents of the city’s traditional aspect right until the Comité’s involvement with them, even if not all of them dated from the foundation of the adjoining monuments as did those in front of the Qalāʾūn complex. Cf. the preceding note. Speiser 2001:62–63, 90–91. Ormos 2009a:63–66. \textit{BC} 6, 1889, 121–128.

\textsuperscript{119} See Herz Pasha’s ground plan in: Bénédite & Herz, \textit{Le Caire}, 53.

\textsuperscript{120} Cf., however, \textit{ibid.}, 90, 144.
restoration works on Sultan Ḥasan’s mosque in 1910, the question arose of the clearance of the mosque’s western wall, which had been hidden by parasitic structures, it was Ṣābir Ṣabrī Pasha, former chief architect of the Waqf Administration and member of the Comité since 1893, himself an Egyptian Muslim, who strongly advocated “razing” them “completely” and establishing a road in their stead in order to free all four of the mosque’s façades. He claimed that the structures in question had nothing to do with the mosque and were in any case devoid of value. Herz contested this opinion. He thought the structures in question were from the period of the erection of the mosque and were partly connected to it, too. Therefore their complete removal would change the original disposition of the mosque (BC 27, 1910, 111–113, 128–129).

Booths adjoining mosques may even appear as “picturesque features” and may not sound necessarily harmful as an abstract phenomenon, but concrete examples hint at the wide variety of possible complications involved in such cases. In each individual case practical solutions were needed involving several factors which were not necessarily easy to harmonize with each other. Stanley Lane-Poole wrote, for instance: “The proprietors of these shops use the mosques behind as dust-bins, and throw their refuse and broken crockery through the windows” (Story 308. Cf. Ormos 2009a:64). In another relevant case, soon after its foundation the Comité discovered that parts of Bāb Zuwayla had decayed owing to seepage from the gutters or rather from the toilets of the private houses on top of the gate. In 1895 it was found that the exquisite mosaics in Qalāʿūn’s mausoleum were disintegrating. Herz examined the matter and found that the decay of the cladding of the interior wall was due to the complete lack of ventilation caused by the booths covering the monument’s façade, which also blocked all the windows. Their harmful effect was further enhanced by the rain-water seeping between the booths and the wall. In due course appropriate measures were taken (Ormos 2009a:63–64, 117–118).

In another illuminating case it was found at the end of 1913 that one of al-Azhar’s minor mihrābs, that of al-Dardīr, had been damaged by humidity so that several pieces of its inlaid marble work had fallen off. The Comité discovered that the culprit was a barber who had installed his shop behind the mihrāb without proper insulation. In addition, the barber’s shop did not have a sewer, but instead discharged its waste water into the ground, at the foot of the mosque wall. The Comité decided to request the Waqf Administration to prohibit the barber from discharging his waste water into the ground. Subsequently, the mihrāb was to be properly insulated (Ormos 2009a: 198).

In 1938, as an important step in the scholarly study of waqfiyyas, Leo Mayer published the waqfiyya of Qāyitbāy’s funerary mosque as an independent scholarly work in its own right (Mayer, Qāyitbāy). He gave no translation of the documents nor did he supply them with commentaries or a glossary as promised. In all probability, he was unable to do so. Yet he fully deserves our recognition for having
undertaken this significant step in emphasizing the importance of waqfiyyas and drawing the attention of the scholarly community to them. The first major steps in the difficult task of the interpretation of waqfiyyas were done by ʿAbd al-Laṭīf Ibrāhīm, Laylā ʿAlī Ibrāhīm and Muḥammad Muḥammad Amīn.\textsuperscript{121}

The Comité’s Anti-Ottomanism

Paula Sanders declares that Comité members, and above all Herz Pasha, were decidedly anti-Ottoman owing to their education and political shaping, and implies that their relevant decisions, apparently guided by aesthetic and historic values, were in fact politically charged expressions of their anti-Ottoman stance (2008:36–37). In an earlier version of the relevant chapter she formulated this view even more categorically:

[the Comité’s decisions were not] “guided solely by the aesthetic or historic value of the buildings … Its decisions were, in fact, highly politically charged; dominated by French and Austro-Hungarian engineers and architects, the Comité was decidedly anti-Ottoman. In this international political scenario, a Mamluk Islamic Cairo was certainly preferable to an Ottoman one” (2004:133–134, 191–192).

I have dealt with this question at length elsewhere, therefore I shall restrict myself to the most important basic facts and considerations here (Ormos 2009b).\textsuperscript{122} I shall examine Herz Pasha’s personality in this context because he was the decisive figure in the Comité and, luckily enough, we possess quite a few data on his attitude and views in this respect.

As far as his education and political shaping are considered, we can be reasonably certain that in accordance with his compatriots Herz was decidedly pro-Ottoman in his feelings. He kept close personal and intellectual ties to Hungary throughout his life: a fervent Hungarian nationalist, he was fully aware of and enthusiastically participated in the main ideological trends in his native country at the time. While the highly negative experience of the Ottoman occupation – which lasted more than 150 years (1526–1686) and resulted in wide-ranging devastation and the almost complete destruction of two thirds of the country – had long faded from direct memory, the generous gesture of the Ottoman Sultan to grant asylum to the leaders of the anti-Habsburg revolution and war of independence of 1848–1849 made the Ottoman rulers and the Ottoman Empire immensely popular in Hungary in the period between 1849 and World War I. Sympathy for the Ottoman Empire


\textsuperscript{122} Cf. Kovács 2008.
soared to unprecedented heights in the 1870s – in Herz Pasha’s youth – when the relationship between the Ottoman Empire and Russia became more and more tense. There was a popular movement, especially among the young generation, to support and foster official efforts at bringing young people from the Ottoman Empire to study in Hungary within an organized framework. During the Russo-Turkish War of 1877–1878 demonstrations of sympathy and solidarity were held all over the country in support of the Ottoman Empire. Public opinion was fervently pro-Ottoman. In the given situation, the Ottomans’ popularity was greatly enhanced by the extremely negative attitude of the Hungarian public towards Russia in the aftermath of the anti-Habsburg revolution and war of independence of 1848–1849, because it was only due to massive Russian military intervention upon the request of the Habsburg ruler that the Hungarian army could be defeated: the Austrian army was unable to achieve a victory on its own.

In addition, Hungary felt more and more threatened by the Slavic peoples of the Habsburg Empire, who were supported by Russia (“Panslavism”). At the same time, the newly established independent states on Hungary’s border, namely Romania and Serbia, which also had large ethnic minorities living in adjoining territories in Hungary, came to be regarded as a threat. The fact that they found a supporter in Russia increased the popularity of her arch-enemy, the Ottoman Empire.

From another viewpoint, the ancestral kinship of the Hungarians and the Ottoman Turks came to be discussed widely and with great sympathy in the nineteenth-century, mainly in connection with Arminius Vambéry’s activities. Soon the ideology of “Turanism” began to gain ground: one current of this multifaceted theory purports to have found the ethnic origin of the Hungarians in the great and glorious family of the Turkic peoples. (This theory is now rejected by serious scholars.) In everyday standard Hungarian no distinction is made between “Ottoman” and “Turk”: the latter word is used for both. The difference between Ottoman Turks and other Turkic peoples is blurred, too. Therefore there can be little doubt that Herz Pasha, like most of his compatriots, was favourably disposed towards the Ottomans and was decidedly pro-Ottoman emotionally.

On the other hand, it is true that a number of Herz’s professional utterances and decisions can be interpreted in an anti-Ottoman way. However, this was due for the most part to aesthetic reasons – above all it was a question of professional quality. Herz had the Ottoman parts of monuments – mainly minarets – demolished in a number of cases on the grounds that they were ugly makeshift replacements of collapsed Mamluk structures (cf. Bakhoum 2016). He also objected to the adoption of the Imperial Ottoman style (Herz called it “Stambouli style”) in modern historic buildings in Egypt, because he considered it alien to the country. The fact that Herz was not against anything Ottoman simply because it was Ottoman can also be easily proved by his attitude towards ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Katḥudā’s sabīl-kuttāb (1157/1744), a copy of which served as one of the landmarks of the “Cairo Street”
project he designed and erected at the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago. It became the most often photographed and publicized single monument in the Street; it even appeared on the cover of the semi-official publication with the description of the Street as a sort of symbol of Cairo (Ormos 2009c:206–207). The mere fact that Herz selected this monument for this role shows clearly that he appreciated this example of Ottoman Cairene architecture. It represented a special local variety of the Imperial Ottoman style which in Herz’s view evidently surpassed the mainstream style of the core territories of the empire (“Az Iszlám” 194).

Herz thought that Ottoman art in Egypt was of low professional quality because of the poverty that followed the Ottoman occupation. He was of the opinion that Ottoman rule in Egypt was characterized by a marked decline in the quality of architecture when compared to the Mamluk period. Under the Mamluks Cairo was the capital of an important, independent and economically powerful state, whereas after the Ottoman conquest Egypt became relegated to the status of a province, admittedly not an unimportant one, but still a province, with Cairo as a provincial centre instead of the rich and resplendent metropolis which in the Mamluk period had had no rival in the contemporary world. Now the heavy taxes went to the capital and were used to adorn Istanbul, the glamorous seat of a vast and mighty empire. There remained considerably less money in Cairo, and consequently there was less building activity. Building material was of much poorer quality and the number of architects and craftsmen likewise diminished, because there was less demand. At the time of the Ottoman conquest, Cairo was robbed of its excellent artisans, who were taken as captives to Istanbul. Thus the standard of architectural production fell considerably.

But if we leave the field of provincial Ottoman art, Herz Pasha’s opinion of Ottoman art in general is also not unknown, mainly thanks to the relevant sections in his history of Islamic art which he published in Hungarian in 1907. His general appreciation of Ottoman architecture remains muted: in his opinion the civilizing mission of the Ottomans did not go hand in hand with their political successes. They failed to follow the example of other conquering nations who, being culturally backward at the beginning, first master the culture of the subjugated peoples only to surpass them later. In general, Herz considered Ottoman art second hand stuff adopted from Persia and the Seljuqs (“Az Iszlám” 111 [n. 1]). At the same time, he seems to have drawn a line between the art of the core provinces, with the capital, Istanbul, in the centre, and that of the newly conquered areas of the Empire. As far as the latter are concerned, mismanagement and the extortion of high taxes brought about a gradual decline in all fields of art.123 We may add that this general
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opinion and attitude was shared by a number of scholars both in Egypt and in Europe: we may refer to the noted philologist and politician Aḥmad Zakī Pasha, a staunch Egyptian nationalist, the “Dean of Arabism”, who voiced similar views concerning the Ottoman conquest and its influence upon the arts in Egypt.\(^\text{124}\)

Against this stood Herz’s evident infatuation with the Mamluk architecture of Egypt, which he considered incomparably beautiful. Art historians and specialists in related fields are expected to note down data, record them dispassionately and to relate neutrally to the subject of their work. A person with a well-developed artistic streak, Herz was not a positivist but had very marked preferences. It was doubtless partly owing to his long sojourn in Cairo that he came under the spell of Islamic art in Egypt in general and of Mamluk art in particular. He regarded Egypt as his second fatherland, and in a professional context this meant that he also became an enthusiastic admirer of Arab-Islamic art in Egypt: he considered Mamluk architecture exceptionally beautiful, partly, of course, on account of its high artistic quality. It is even possible that it was Mamluk architecture that first made him succumb to the spell of Cairo and accept Franz Pasha’s offer of a position in the Technical Office of the Waqf Administration when he visited Egypt in 1880, thus staying on in Cairo instead of returning to Austria-Hungary in order to look for a job as he had originally planned.

Herz Pasha and the Comité’s fame – one could even say notoriety – as enemies of Ottoman architecture is based chiefly on the fact that they had a number of Ottoman minarets – or parts of them – demolished. Minarets are of course the most conspicuous parts of mosques, determining the outlines of a city to a considerable extent, and therefore the public will always be aware of their fate. However, Herz’s attitude towards them was due to the fact that many Ottoman minarets in Cairo were poor replacements of earlier Mamluk structures. Mamluk minarets, and above all their top storeys, are fragile structures, which often fell or were damaged either by earthquakes, or simply because there were fewer funds available for maintenance and preservation than in former periods. These minarets or parts of them were then replaced by very simple and low-quality makeshift structures in the Ottoman style, which were a conspicuous feature in Cairo’s cityscape when Herz first arrived there as a young man in 1880 – we are familiar with them from old photographs and postcards. Thus it was a question of quality in addition to the requirements of “ideal or stylistic restoration” and “purity of style” when Herz replaced these late additions devoid of any quality with Mamluk structures congruous with the high artistic level of the monuments in question, although – as we have seen –

\(^{124}\)Zéki, “Le Passé”. Also as an independent publication: Mémoire.
Herz’s own marked preference for the Mamluk style went hand in hand with the requirements of the profession as then understood.\textsuperscript{125}

Another decisive factor in Herz and the Comité’s attitude may have been the relative novelty of Ottoman architecture in Herz Pasha’s time. It is a well-known phenomenon that it is mainly old monuments that command the interest of a generation and which are deemed worthy of special care. As a rule, the art of the immediate past is rejected, partly because of the lack of a sufficient distance in time to allow for an objective judgement, and partly as a sign of a generational conflict between fathers and sons.\textsuperscript{126} In the twentieth century, historicism was strongly rejected by the general public and specialists alike. It is only recently, after the passage of time, that it has gradually become accepted and now captivates the fancy of both specialists and lay people. The following statement by one of the leading local conservators at the “Conservation Day” conference in Stuttgart, Germany, in 1922 may serve as an emblematic example for the rejection of the art of the preceding generation:

“If we leave out of consideration some phenomena in the field of painting, nearly everything that architecture and plastic art have produced in the nineteenth century is so miserable that it would be better if they had not been created at all” (Körner 2000:12).

It is equally well known that the Renaissance world disdained Gothic architecture just as the exponents of Neoclassicism scorned Baroque and Rococo. In Herz Pasha’s time Ottoman architecture constituted the last stage in the architectural history of Egypt, therefore it was not yet regarded as being worthy of historical interest. We can witness similar attitudes after Herz Pasha’s time, too. Thus it is surely no mere coincidence that Creswell’s “Brief Chronology of Muhammadan Monuments of Egypt”, which he published in 1919, went no further than the Ottoman conquest of 1517 (Creswell 1919). We must not forget that this was the general attitude all over Europe. In Italy, under the technical term ripristino, superb Baroque church interiors were destroyed and replaced by “neo” structures imitating earlier styles which were considered more worthy of interest, and such cases happened in Germany as late as 1962 (Körner 2000:15, 20).

On the other hand, it is true that one cannot reasonably maintain that Herz and the Comité’s anti-Ottoman attitude in matters professional had no political relevance at all. However, I see it very differently from Paula Sanders: to me it seems to have been of a highly subordinated importance at most. While British policy towards the Ottoman Empire was balanced, perhaps variable, with slightly shifting

\textsuperscript{125} On the Comité’s treatment of Ottoman minarets, see Bakhoun 2016.

\textsuperscript{126} The British economist and essayist Walter Bagehot (d. 1877) emphasizes that every generation wants to differ as much as possible from the preceding one (Klein 2014:169).
emphases, but certainly not inimical during most of the period under discussion until the outbreak of World War I, the British were keen on loosening the bonds between the Ottoman Empire and her affluent and strategically important province, which had been under British occupation since 1882. Therefore it can be assumed that the British were pleased to see that the outcome of Herz Pasha and the Comité’s activities was a marked decrease in the Ottoman element of Cairo’s visual appearance, and thus they simply watched from the sidelines without deeming it necessary to interfere. It is beyond a doubt that within the framework of a burgeoning Egyptian nationalism, an emerging local bourgeoisie agreed with this decreasing cheap Ottoman visual presence in favour of the indigenous Neo-Mamluk style that began to gain ground in Cairo’s cityscape, notwithstanding the religious ties and the Ottoman Sultan’s supreme authority in Islam as caliph. This was also valid for the ruling family, especially the Khedive, who were mostly Ottoman Turks with strong ties to Istanbul on a personal level, while also being the ruling family and ruler of a quasi-independent state striving for full sovereignty.

Without providing her readers with proofs and references, Sanders declares that “the Comité saw the Mamluk buildings but not the Ottoman interventions that had preserved them” (2008:34). We can be sure that the Comité saw them very well. In one respect it is more than evident that Herz was aware of Ottoman interventions: he saw the poor Ottoman replacements of collapsed Mamluk minarets so well that he did his best to eliminate them by reconstructing the original structures, as we have just seen.127

**Herz Pasha and the Comité’s Attitude towards Mamluk Architecture**

Paula Sanders’s attitude to the Comité’s treatment of Mamluk monuments in Cairo is confused and misleading. Her point of departure is the following statement: “I do not take it as given that the old buildings the Comité chose to preserve should have been largely Mamluk or that what emerged as canonical Medieval Cairo should have a Mamluk feel and appearance” (2008:3). She appears to detect political and ideological motives behind the fact that the great majority of the buildings which the Comité cared for dated from the Mamluk period – especially in contra-distinction to buildings from the Ottoman era – and the tone of her discussion strongly implies this, too. However, in a different part of her book we discover the actual reason for this undeniable fact, which she herself states without being aware of the significance of her statement for the previous context. Namely, the overwhelming majority of the monuments in Cairo are from the Mamluk period, while
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127 On Ottoman interventions on monuments of architecture in Cairo, see Mahdī 2004.
there are only a few Ottoman buildings, for the simple reason that the Ottoman era was characterized by rather limited building activity. Indeed, the Ottomans built few buildings because of a lack of funds. To quote Sanders’s own words:

“[A] majority of Cairo’s remaining ... monuments dated to the Mamluk era. In reality, Ottoman Cairo was remarkably similar to the Mamluk city. … The Comité’s perception of the essentially Mamluk (and thus, to their mind, medieval) character of Cairo was not, then, simply an imaginative construct of Europeans” (2008:34–35).

There were of course other factors at play, too. It is true that Herz personally and possibly other members of the Comité also preferred Mamluk architecture to the architecture of other periods but this was of secondary importance. Given the large number of Mamluk monuments, the Comité had no choice but to deal with them, especially since it was only too pleased to do so because it suited its artistic taste. It follows from this, too, that the Comité did not invent or create Medieval Cairo. 128 It was already there, the Comité merely preserved it, as Sanders herself states in her book (2008:14–15). 129

**India in Egypt**

Sanders’s thesis that Lord Cromer, and the British in general, relied in Egypt upon their colonial experiences in India in the field of conservation and that their relationship towards local architecture was shaped, even determined, by these experiences, is a legitimate and highly intriguing thesis but it has to be proved: it is known that this was the case in certain areas (finance, agriculture, irrigation, military affairs, education) but not in others (the judiciary). 130 If proved, an examination of these Anglo-Indian experiences and of how they were then applied in Egypt promises important and intriguing insights. However, Sanders’s treatment of the subject does not convince. Her wording is extremely vague and I must admit that having repeatedly gone through the sections in question I am still unable to see what exactly these experiences in the field of conservation are and how and where she supposes them to have been applied in Egypt (2008:2, 11–12, 143).

I do not want to deny that the personal attitudes of British officials who had served in India, including Lord Cromer, may ultimately have been influenced or even shaped by their experiences in implementing the “British imperial project” on that subcontinent but I cannot see any trace of direct effects of this on conservation
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128 See the corresponding chapter in the present paper.
129 We have quoted her relevant statement in connection with n. 33 above.
in Egypt. I can assume at most that their overall attitude towards these fields may have been shaped by these experiences but even here I cannot detect any direct evidence in Sanders’s treatment of the question. There were two significant differences between Egypt and India as far as our field is concerned. First, India was a British colony while Egypt was a “veiled protectorate”: the latter meant that the British were keen to keep as low a profile as possible, quite apart from the fact that in general they did not want to stay in Egypt for long, although their views fluctuated considerably in this respect and they kept postponing the date of their complete withdrawal from the valley of the Nile. Second, the British had been masters of India for quite a long time when the modern conservation movement began to gain ground in Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century, consequently it was their task to introduce the necessary measures in this colony as required by contemporary world standards, while they found a modern conservation agency in place on their occupation of Egypt in 1882, although it must be admitted that the Comité had just been formed and had done little work before the British entered Egypt. Conservation was certainly not one of the British priorities right after occupation, thus when the situation calmed down the Comité started its activities, executing them according to its own standards. When the British saw that things were running properly, according to the highest international standards of the time, they were only too happy to recognize this as a field where they did not have to interfere. Therefore they simply stood aside and watched.

I think that at most there were some general British attitudes which applied equally well to Egypt as to India. No doubt in both countries the British thought that it was their “majestic obligation to provide good administration” and good governance and to act as the saviours and guardians of archeological monuments (Lahiri 2001:268, 274). They were also intent on collecting more and more information on the history of these two countries which helped them run the Empire and stabilize their rule but there can be no doubt that in collecting information in order to acquire a better knowledge of the history of these two “cradles of civilization”, intellectual curiosity, the “lust for knowledge,” also played a significant role: after all, this process meant the deepening of their understanding of the human phenomenon in general (Irwin 2006).

In connection with British policy in India, Sanders is referring to Edward Thomas Rogers and Stanley Lane-Poole’s joint motion at the Second International Congress of Orientalists in London in 1874 to found a conservation agency in Egypt to safeguard Arab-Islamic monuments. One of its indirect objectives was to get to “know” Arab-Islamic architecture, as Lane-Poole pointed out in connection with the congress. In Sanders’s view, this was a typical colonialist attitude:

“‘[K]nowing’ is significant in a colonial context, for ‘knowing’ is the systematic ordering that characterized the colonial enterprise itself. In India, this systematic ordering of the past through architecture was already being
carried out in the work of the Archaeological Survey of India, which Thomas Metcalf argues lay at the heart of the project of ordering India’s past into a usable history for the British” (2008:23–24).

However, this motion predated the British occupation by eight years. Thus it cannot have had any direct colonial aim, quite apart from the fact that it was not accepted.\textsuperscript{131} It seems reasonable to assume that Rogers and Lane-Poole simply wanted to safeguard these monuments because they were interested in them out of sheer intellectual curiosity, for “the lust of knowing”. In addition, Sanders’s claim seems too vague and meagre although it cannot be denied a certain weak, perhaps tertiary, relevance. In any case, to assume the existence of a “project of ordering Egypt’s past into a usable history for the British” seems too far-fetched. As mentioned elsewhere, the Comité, too, was founded before the British occupation and it can on no account be regarded as a British agency: it was mainly French influence that predominated in its activities before World War I, its de facto heads were German-Austrian and Hungarian, most of its members were not British, etc., etc.\textsuperscript{132} As we have stressed, it executed its tasks in accordance with the highest international standards of the day. In general, I cannot perceive any change in the official attitude of the Comité towards the conservation of Arab-Islamic monuments in Egypt that could be attributed to the British occupation. And there was nothing in the Comité and Herz Pasha’s philosophy of conservation and in their daily practice that could not have been explained and accounted for by the internationally accepted and followed theory of conservation of those years. Therefore Sanders’s conclusion “that British interest in preserving Arab art is best considered within the broader imperial context of British interests in India”, or, somewhat differently formulated: “situating the story of Medieval Cairo in the context of British India suggests motivations for the preservation of Arab architecture in Cairo that we might otherwise not have imagined, namely, as part of the British imperial project in India” (2008:3, 143), cannot be accepted.

One could talk of direct British influence upon the Comité based on Anglo-Indian experience, for instance, if the British had put a British colonial officer with an Indian background in charge (as chief architect, for instance), as they did in a number of ministries in a number of cases. There can be no doubt whatsoever that they would not have hesitated to do so if they had deemed such a step necessary and expedient. But this was evidently not the case. We may draw attention to the great difference in this respect between the situation in Egypt and that in India which was no doubt the result of the different legal positions of both countries (“veiled protectorate” versus colony): while the majority of Comité members were

\textsuperscript{131} Cf. the paragraph corresponding to n. 6 above.
\textsuperscript{132} Cf. n. 7 and the corresponding paragraph above.
non-British Europeans and Egyptians, in India Lord Curzon saw that “the very enterprise of restoring historic buildings was a British responsibility and not a European one” and rejected the establishment of a European association to oversee the Indian Exploration Fund as his predecessor, the Earl of Elgin, had suggested (Lahiri 2001:269).

**The Rifāʿī Mosque**

Sanders’s interpretation of the Rifāʿī mosque is in need of modification. ‘Abbās II Ḥilmī did not commission a new, neo-Mamluk design, nor is it true that “Herz Bey modified the original plan according to a new, neo-Mamluk design...” (2008:40–41, 142). Ḥusayn Fahmī Pasha’s original design was a Neo-Mamluk one, which Herz changed only slightly. He modified the ground plan only in minor details, executing some minor structural changes in the interior – mainly in the distribution of columns/pillars – in order to enhance the stability of the monument. This can clearly be seen when one compares the ground plan of the original building and that of the extant monument (Herz, *La Mosquée* pl. X). Herz interfered with the original plan as far as was absolutely necessary to safeguard the solid statics of the mosque because Ḥusayn Fahmī’s original plan was deficient in this respect. As far as the rest is concerned, Herz retained Ḥusayn Fahmī Pasha’s original design as far as it was known and as far as it was possible. This can clearly be seen in the surviving drawing of the south façade prepared by Ḥusayn Fahmī Pasha (Herz, *La Mosquée* pl. V). The mosque had already reached the height of the cornice when work on it stopped, around the time of Khedive Ismāʿīl’s deposition (1879) and the death of the patroness, Ismāʿīl’s mother, Ḥūšyār Hānim. When Herz started working on it around 1906, he designed the part of the mosque above the cornice, that is the minarets and the domes, but he did so in accordance with Ḥusayn Fahmī’s surviving drawing. He also planned the interior decoration, for which no design existed. Consequently we can say that a number of features and the interior decoration in its entirety go back to Herz, but he was working within the framework of Ḥusayn Fahmī Pasha’s original Neo-Mamluk plan.

One cannot say that “Max Herz Bey rejected an explicitly modern, symmetrical design” (Sanders 2008:142). Herz did not modify the design, and Ḥusayn Fahmī Pasha’s original one was in fact strictly symmetrical, as is apparent from the ground plan (Herz, *La Mosquée* pl. X). This symmetry of the ground plan is slightly masked, though, by the placement of the minarets, which, however, also look symmetrical when the viewer stands on the axis of the façade to which they belong. The symmetry of the interior does not reveal itself to the visitor on entering the mosque through the main entrance – which is mostly closed these days – because the tomb located along the main axis blocks the view and one has to go
round it in order to reach the main prayer hall – a sort of hark-back to the broken entryways of Mamluk mosques. The general symmetry is equally hidden from view to the visitor entering through the door in the south façade – the usual entrance today – and the impression one gets of the interior is that of a rather confusing space, again because of the location of the tomb. Thus one can say that the ground plan and general layout of this mosque show a highly sophisticated interplay between symmetry and asymmetry, representing the modern and the traditional in Egyptian architecture. It would be interesting to know whether this sophisticated layout was in fact intended by Ḥusayn Pasha – because it goes back entirely to him – or whether it was born, so to speak, merely by chance, owing to the exigencies of planning: the architect wanted to avoid any interference with the centrally-located burial chamber.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak and the Comité}

Sanders states that ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak “was on many occasions at odds with the Comité in its earliest days” (2008:83). I am aware of only one occasion, a very significant one at that, after which, however, ʿAlī Pasha resigned from the Comité (Dykstra 1977:204). This famous debate is referred to in many places, often inaccurately, no doubt because the original source is difficult to find. Therefore it seems advisable to quote it here \textit{in extenso}; in addition, it also contains seminal information on ʿAlī Pasha’s views on conservation and modernization. The argument broke out in connection with the zāwiya of Faraḡ ibn Barqūq – at the time often referred to as Zāwiyat al-Duhayša – located just opposite Bāb Zuwayla. The zāwiya impeded traffic in Taḥt al-Rabʾ Street, and therefore in the session of 16 December 1882 (the Comité’s second session after its foundation) ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak, Minister of Public Works, suggested demolishing it – in this he was supported by Pierre Grand Bey, chief engineer of the Tanẓīm Department.\textsuperscript{134} Both ʿAlī Pasha and Grand Bey had just been appointed to the Comité.\textsuperscript{135}

\textsuperscript{133} It seems that the architect wanted to keep the location of the burial chamber. Herz thought the reason was that the transfer of corpses is strictly avoided in Islam (“ʿAlī el-Rifai sejk” 252). O’Kane points out that this is not the case (2014). Herz Pasha’s Jewish background may have influenced his view: the transfer of corpses is indeed strictly avoided in Judaism.

\textsuperscript{134} The Tanẓīm Department was responsible among other things for the road network, above all for its maintenance and modernization.

\textsuperscript{135} In my book on Herz Pasha I wrote: “El-Habashi’s interpretation of ʿAlī Pasha Mubārak’s position in this debate needs correction. El-Habashi treats this edifice as a sabīl and says that ʿAlī Pasha suggested its demolition only because it was a sabīl, sabīls being
was one of five monuments which the Ministry of Public Works wanted to have demolished, for which proposal it requested the Comité’s approval. ‘Alī Pasha declared:

“Nous ne voulons plus de ces souvenirs-là, dit le ministre avec éloquence, et nous devons les détruire comme les Français ont démoli la Bastille! ... Et puis”, dit encore Aly-Pacha, “a-t-on besoin de tant de monuments? Quand on en conserve un échantillon, cela ne suffit-il pas?” / “We no longer want any such relics, the minister said with eloquence, and we must destroy them just as the French destroyed the Bastille. Besides’, ‘Alī Pasha went on, ‘do we really need so many monuments? If we conserve a sample [of each type], is that not enough?’”

The Comité did not agree, declaring in the course of a “long and fulminant debate” that its task was the conservation of monuments rather than their demolition. The Bastille was a famous fortress and prison in Paris, which was stormed by the local population on 14 July 1789. This event is regarded as the beginning and symbol of no longer needed since the establishment of a water-system supplying homes with water.” This is not true. In fact, as El-Habashi correctly states, ‘Alī Pasha wanted to proceed with his ministry’s project of widening the street. El-Habashi does add, however, that ‘Alī Pasha’s attitude was influenced by his opposition to the conservation of sabīls in general because sabīls were no longer necessary since the installation of water conduits. “His position would certainly be different had the future of a working mosque been the subject of debate.” This edifice was not a free-standing sabīl but formed part of a small mosque, which in ‘Alī Pasha’s time was functioning and was evidently in good shape: “wa-hiya ‘āmira ilā l-ān ... wa-saʾaʾa’iruḥā muqāma” / “It is thus far in flourishing state of repair and appropriate cultic practices are held in it in our own days”, as he himself wrote in his Ḥīṭat. On the other hand, the Deuxième Commission found in 1882 that the edifice was in a very bad state, while Herz wrote in 1887 that “both mosque and fountain showed signs of decay and had lost much of their former splendour”. El-Habashi 2003:160. Ormos 2009a:450–451. Cf. as-Sayyed bey, “La Mosquée” 398. At first sight, these data seem to contradict each other. This apparent contradiction can be solved if we assume that they refer to different periods. Mubārak’s data probably refer to the beginning of the 1870s or even earlier, while Herz and the Comité’s data may reflect its state of repair in the following decade. This means that it must have deteriorated to a certain extent between these two dates. Herz’s formulation cannot be taken to suggest that it had fallen into complete disrepair by 1887. It is known that ‘Alī Pasha had been working on the Ḥīṭat actively as early as 1873 (Dykstra 1977:422–423). On ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak and Grand Bey’s appointment, see BC 12, 1882–1883, 15.

136 Rhoné, “Nouvelles [a]”. “Nouvelles [b]”. “Errata” 51 (n. 1 [ad 4413]). Emphasis in the original. Rhoné was not a member of the Comité, therefore it is to be assumed that he was not present at the session in question. It is not clear how far his account can be regarded as accurate. It is to be assumed, though, that it reflects the main points of the debate.

the French Revolution. It was razed soon afterwards. The precise meaning of ‘Alī Pasha’s reference to the Bastille can be understood from information provided by Herz Pasha in a private letter to Ignaz Goldziher. He wrote that the mosque was called Zāwiyat al-Duhayša, and it meant “Zāwiya of Horror”, because it had served as a place of execution; criminals were hanged on the grille of the sabīl. The last execution took place in 1874. In fact, the original meaning of Zāwiyat al-Duhayša had been precisely the opposite, “Zāwiya of Amazement”, referring to its striking beauty.138 It is well known that Bāb Zuwayla used to serve as a place of execution, but few people are aware nowadays that this was also the case with the zāwiya. Rhoné’s formulation lacks accuracy here: he mentions both edifices, “devant lesquelles on exécutait les criminels au moyen âge” / “in front of which [pl.] criminals were executed in the Middle Ages”. However, criminals were not executed in front of both edifices, i.e. in the middle of the road, but were hanged on the sabīl’s grille and in the dome of the gate’s archway. A corpse hanging in the archway of the gate was just as conspicuous and just as much a deterrent to the population as a corpse hanging on the sabīl’s grille. This was the main thoroughfare of the city and everybody had to pass through the gate in both directions. As far as the zāwiya is concerned, for those going in a north-south direction the passage was even more dramatic: they had to face the corpse and abruptly change direction, i.e. turn left, in close proximity to the hanging body in a street which was much narrower in the nineteenth century than it is now, because the sabīl was much closer to the gate. Therefore the effect the corpse on the grille made on passers-by must have been much more dramatic than we can imagine on the basis of the present location of the two monuments. People going north-south could only with difficulty avoid “bumping into the corpse”, so to speak, before changing direction (Ormos 2012:114–116). Sometimes it is claimed, on the basis of the reference to the Bastille, that ‘Alī Pasha also wanted to demolish Bāb Zuwayla, in addition to the zāwiya. Rhoné considerably contributed to the confusion in this respect with his first report (published on 20 January 1883), which explicitly mentions Bāb Zuwayla in this context without enumerating all five relevant monuments. However, the detailed list with the five monuments to be razed in the next number of the journal (published on 10 February) is unambiguous in this respect: Bāb Zuwayla is not included in it. In actual fact, nobody demanded the demolition of Bāb Zuwayla, neither ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak nor anybody else.139


139 A year earlier (1882) the police and the Ministry of Public Works demanded the demolition of the remaining parts of the minarets of the mosque of al-Mu‘ayyad Šayḥ
Following his defeat in the Comité, ‘Alī Pasha fairly soon resigned from his Comité post, but did not give up his former course of policy.\textsuperscript{140} Grand Bey did not resign. In due course ‘Alī Pasha established a directorate-general of the Tanẓīm Department, in a sort of reshuffle (announced on 12 January 1883), with Grand Bey as director-general having authority over all Egypt. From this all it follows that ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak’s demolition of mosques had nothing to do with their relevance, as Sanders maintains, provided that by “relevance to daily religious life” she means whether they were still in use or not (2008:87–88). Instead, ‘Alī Pasha’s foremost priority was modernization (Dykstra 1977:195–203) and he thought – as he declared in the Comité on this occasion – that Cairo and the country had more than enough monuments of architecture and did not need them all to be preserved at all costs. Therefore when necessity arose – as in the case of developing traffic and the road network in Cairo, for instance – he was ready to sacrifice as many of them as was necessary to achieve this aim, whether they were still in use or not. For its part, the Comité had a much narrower perspective determined by its own function: it wanted to preserve monuments at any cost, and therefore its members rejected ‘Alī Pasha’s suggestion. This does not mean that the Comité was against modernization, wanting to do all it could to preserve Cairo in its alleged “backwardness”. Its members may have thought that modernization did not necessarily preclude the preservation of monuments: the two approaches could be implemented simultaneously and solutions had to be found that complied with both aims.

As far as ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak is concerned, his previous activities involving the sacrifice of as many monuments as necessary in the way of modernization fully harmonize with his declarations in question in the Comité. This circumstance throws new light on his Ḥiṭat. One has the impression that by writing this magisterial work, ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak’s aim was to document and record as much from the country’s past as possible on the eve of a new era, before a number of these monuments would inevitably have to yield to modernization and disappear. In other words, he wanted to make snapshots of the monuments, recording them before the enormous and inevitable changes entailed by the desirable process of moderniza-

\textsuperscript{140} ‘Alī Pasha Mubārak attended three Comité meetings altogether: 16 December 1882, 20 January and 3 March 1883.
tion totally altered the outward appearance of the country. Although the *Ḥiṭat* was published between 1886 and 1889, ‘Alī Pasha had been actively working on it as early as 1873 (Dykstra 1977:422–423). Planning the construction of Muḥammad ‘Alī Boulevard was done around 1868–1869 when ‘Alī Pasha was *nāẓir* of the Ministry of Public Works (Dykstra 1977:196). The present debate took place in 1882; consequently there is no chronological difficulty in accepting such an interpretation. This debate also shows that the assertion often voiced lately, that – in accordance with the tenets of Edward Said’s Orientalism – the basic opposition in the Comité was that between Egyptians and Europeans, is not true: here as in most cases, we find Egyptians and Europeans on both sides of the argument.141 Much later the problem of the traffic congestion caused by the *zāwiya* was finally solved: long after Herz’s expulsion from Egypt, in 1922–1923 the Comité shifted the whole building to its present location 11–12 m to the south.142

**Mamluk Architecture and the Authentic Representation of Islam**

Sanders also refers to “the Comité’s understanding of Mamluk architecture as the authentic representation of Islam” (2008:22). I wonder what Sanders’s sources are for this statement because I cannot recall ever having come across any data suggesting that the Comité ever occupied itself with the question of the “authentic representation of Islam”. Maybe some of its members privately held certain views. In this respect, Gabriel Charmes’s enthusiastic opinion of Sultan Ḥasan’s mosque comes to mind, for example:

“The mosque of Sultan Hasan occupies the same place in the Arab School that the Parthenon occupies in the Greek: it is the most perfect, most complete representation of the Arab mind, or rather of the genius of the monotheistic races of the Orient as applied to the construction of religious edifices. Its big black walls, resembling those of a fortress, rise up in the middle of Cairo with a radiance equally pure and with a majesty equally supreme as that of the white ruins of the Acropolis, which dominates Athens in all its imperishable splendour” ("L’art arabe").

However, notwithstanding his services at its foundation, Charmes never joined the Comité, nor do his words amount to what Sanders is attributing to them. It cannot be ruled out that some Comité members may have held similar views but even

were that the case, we could not extend this to apply to the whole Comité as an official body. And Sanders does not adduce references here either.

I think we must also strictly differentiate here among the various assertions concerning the alleged views held by British colonial officials and Comité members: that Cairo and Egypt are medieval, that Islam is medieval, that medieval is tantamount to stagnant and deficient, and that medieval means incapable of progress. All these assertions are in need of individual verification. Most of Paula Sanders’s sweeping declarations in this field lack the requisite precision on the one hand and are in need of confirmation and verification on the other.

**Bohra Restorations**

Sanders’s account of Bohra activities in Cairo and the Anglo-Indian implications of their style are most interesting and informative: we find recounted here all views concerning the ongoing debate on Bohra restorations in Cairo (2008:115–142). Sanders’s neutral and open-minded tone in the relevant chapter is in glaring contrast to the highly biased language, replete with negative value-judgements, of her discussions of the Comité’s activities. One would have preferred to encounter the same neutral tone in both places. On the other hand, it is rather odd that she regards it as something quite natural and therefore wholly acceptable that all the monuments restored by the Bohras “stand out starkly and dramatically from their Cairene surroundings”.\(^{143}\) Also, she merely mentions *en passant* that the resulting appearance of the monuments has been criticized. Nobody would object to the Bohras placing Fatimid monuments on their world map of shrines and places of pilgrimage, if they did not totally alienate these monuments from their surroundings, in the meantime turning them into gleaming objects of questionable aesthetic value. The Bohras are appropriating these monuments on a symbolic level, to the exclusion of the local Sunni population.

Sanders mentions that “[t]he Bohras are, ironically, engaged in the very version of restoration as defined in the nineteenth century by the grandfather of modern restoration himself, Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc” (2008:134). In fact, the Bohras go *far beyond* what Viollet-le-Duc represented. Viollet-le-Duc restored buildings to the most accomplished form they might have had, to a state that may never actually have existed. He thought it permissible to add elements whose previous existence could not be proved, but in doing so he moved strictly *within* the boundaries of the architectural profession, i.e. he considered only architectural viewpoints. However, the Bohras use restoration as a pretext for the creation of

\(^{143}\) Slightly adapted from Sanders 2008:126, 133.
practically new buildings as defined by their ideology, by adding new elements and structures or removing old ones which they deem appropriate or inappropriate on ideological grounds, in accordance with their modern needs, irrespective of architectural considerations.

This approach recalls the method which was widely applied in Germany in the 1930s and 1940s under the name of “creative conservation” (schöpferische Denkmalpflege) – some specialists no longer regard it as a type of conservation but class it under historicism because in fact it produced new buildings. This approach was itself a successor to “interpretative conservation” (interpretierende Denkmalpflege), which had been applied in Germany in the 1920s. The representatives of “creative conservation” went further than Viollet-le-Duc: they considerably modified monuments by the addition of new elements which were known never to have existed at any time and which thus had no connection to the original building whatsoever. They also modified or even eliminated authentic old elements. In doing so they were guided by considerations which lay outside the field of architecture, being led mainly by contemporary practical, ideological or political aims in the creation of buildings that were “part of the present”, that were to serve the contemporary world

“not in the sense that one would strive to reconstitute the old condition by letting a medieval castle re-arise but in the sense that the precious old remains would be preserved with due respect while the new construction that arises would present itself honestly as a creation of our time, a creation that would grow together with the old structure still in existence into a harmonious whole owing to their common ethical content and to the given features and conditions of the place and of the old structure still in existence” (Glatz 2005:143–144).

One of the chief representatives of this approach, Rudolf Esterer (1879–1965), adopted Boito’s famous adage in a modified form: “Do not restore, regenerate!” (Erichsen 2010:168). Followers of this attitude thought the affinity, or even identity, of the inner feelings of the original builder and patron on the one hand and

---

144 The term was invented around 1929 and this method was applied well into the 1950s, but its large-scale application characterized the conservation projects of the Third Reich. After World War II it was often replaced with lebendige Denkmalpflege (“living conservation”). Körner 2000:8–20, 72–75.

145 The two most important examples of this approach were Rothenfels castle in Lower Franconia and St George’s church in Cologne (Pehnt 2005).

146 The quotation is taken from the protocols of a meeting to discuss the restoration of the ruins of Trifels castle in the Palatinate on 30 March 1937. Italics added.

147 Camillo Boito’s famous adage ran: “It is better to consolidate than to repair, and it is better to repair than to restore.” Cf. Ormos 2009a:78–79.
of that of the modern restorer on the other guaranteed the restitution of the innermost essence, the soul of the building, which the restorer fathomed by way of intuition – the accuracy and reliability of the result of his efforts were guaranteed by the essential relatedness of the innermost essence of the building on the one hand to the restorer’s spirit on the other. At the same time, the buildings thus restored and rebuilt were to demonstrate to the modern population the identity of the character and of the innermost being of the architect, of the patron and of their age on one hand, and of the restorer and of his age on the other, thereby granting legitimacy to the latter, and in the given case thus demonstrating the longevity, or rather eternity, of the German Empire. Simultaneously, these buildings were to serve modern, contemporary purposes, as national sanctuaries, elegant accommodation for state and party leaders, or simply youth hostels – this aspect also involved considerable modifications. As examples, one could cite Braunschweig and Quedlinburg cathedrals or Nuremberg and Trifels castles.

Let us now take a brief look at the cathedral of Quedlinburg. On the occasion of the thousand year anniversary of the death of a political idol of the Third Reich, King Henry I the Fowler of the Ottonian dynasty (d. 936), Quedlinburg cathedral, which contained the king’s tomb, was desecrated, i.e. alienated from religious worship and religion in general, and turned into a national sanctuary, a place of secular pilgrimage for the German nation, where each year the day of the king’s death was solemnly celebrated by the SS in an impressive, highly theatrical ceremony which was staged at midnight. It evoked the memory of the founder and first king of the medieval German state, the Holy Roman Empire, who also founded castles and a “popular army” (Volksheer), was averse towards Rome and Roman Catholicism, turning instead to “the national faith of his own race” (völkischer, arteigener Glaube) (Voigtländer 1989:40, 45). In this way the Third Reich meant to honour its own founder so to speak, presenting itself as a worthy and devoted successor to the founder of the “Greater German Empire” (Gross-deutsches Reich) by applying to Henry’s realm the name which its representatives normally used for their own modern Third Reich. The contemporary German mass media was keen to stress the essential identity of the two political formations (Voigtländer 1989:40).

Leaving aside the unsavoury connotations of the Third Reich, with which the Bohras have of course nothing whatsoever to do, their restorations are of the same general character as far as the direct involvement of contemporary ideological

aspects is concerned. Namely, the Bohras restore monuments by introducing a so-called “Neo-Fatimid style” (Paula Sanders), which they themselves have developed by freely mixing authentic Fatimid elements with totally alien ones. But even as far as authentic Fatimid elements are concerned, the Bohras use them freely in their restorations, irrespective of whether they originally appeared in a given monument or not, or to quote Paula Sanders: “The Bohras borrow elements freely from one Fatimid structure for another” (2008:126). With the application of their own Neo-Fatimid style, they aim at linking these buildings to their worldwide network of monuments by demonstrating the likeness of Fatimid ideology to their own and thus presenting themselves as the true successors of the Fatimids, as the keepers of their message in the modern world, so to speak (2008:116–140, esp. 126–129). In addition, they also aim at monopolizing these monuments on a symbolic level, to the exclusion of the local Sunni community of Cairo.

This is of course in glaring contrast to orthodox conservation theory. Even taking into account recent developments in this field, which aim at a considerably broader concept of conservation, it is difficult to call it simply conservation. Recent scholarship has shown that examples of restoration, reconstruction or even total rebuilding carried out for religious, political or ideological motives were certainly not rare in Europe, long before and even after the emergence of the orthodox theory of conservation, current since the mid-nineteenth century, which as a rule did not take such viewpoints into consideration. However, one of the founding fathers of orthodox conservation theory, Georg Dehio, had already hinted at the necessity of “tolerance” in its application, while it also became clear over the course of time that the “historicity”, i.e. authenticity, of a monument does not necessarily mean that of the building material itself but may be attached to its “object-ness” (Gegenständlichkeit), to its essence as an object, which ensures its power to convince and to persuade. Under certain circumstances this aspect may be of paramount importance for a given community, as can be seen in decisions taken after natural catastrophes such as earthquakes, fires and the destruction effected by wars. Orthodox conservation theory would not have allowed the reconstruction of monuments such as St Mark’s campanile in Venice in 1912, the Royal Palace in Warsaw, the Munich Residenz or the Frauenkirche in Dresden, partly long after the Second World War.¹⁴⁹ Bohra attitudes and German “creative conservation” clearly overstep even these rather wide boundaries.

Mamluk Glass Lamps

Sanders mentions, without reference, that “other parts could not be as easily manufactured in Cairo, for example, mosque lamps. Members of the Comité took several examples of Mamluk glass lamps, sent them to Paris, and had copies made by craftsmen there” (2008:104). In my research in the Comité archives, which was not exhaustive, I have come across two occasions when the Comité ordered mosque lamps from abroad – but not from Paris. When the mosque of Qiğmās al-Iṣḥāqī was restored, electricity was installed in it and on this occasion the Comité ordered new mosque lamps from the firm of Carl Hosch in Haida150 – Bohemia was world-famous for its glass industry at the time. The models were produced by the Comité’s own specialists in Cairo and were subsequently sent to Haida. The samples, which the factory then sent to the Comité in turn, had to be forwarded to Istanbul because ʿAbbās II Ḥilmī happened to be staying there at the time (probably in his splendid villa at Çubuklu on the Bosphorus) and insisted on inspecting and approving them before production could begin.151 The extensive correspondence is preserved in the relevant portfolio (malaff) in the Comité archives. The lamps of the Rifāʿī mosque were made by the same firm. When Herz built the Zogheb Villa, its splendid lamps were also manufactured in Bohemia, probably by the same firm.152

Conclusion

Sanders undertook the difficult task of disentangling systems of highly intricate multiple meanings in various fields. We are considerably in her debt for opening up new horizons in this field of research by investigating various aspects of the Comité’s contribution to our modern picture of Cairo’s Arab-Islamic architecture. At the same time she has not succeeded in avoiding the dangerous pitfalls of such an undertaking. She makes too many bold, unfounded statements, using too broad a brush to depict an incomplete picture in the manner of what one could call “inverted Orientalism” (in Edward Said’s sense) born out of a misconceived and

150 present-day Nový Bor in the Czech Republic
152 See Ormos 2009a:143–144, 396, 439. The present author tried to trace the factory archives without success. The town is located in the so-called Sudetenland area, the complete population of which was expelled to Germany after World War II. Subsequently the area was resettled with a new population from elsewhere in Czechoslovakia. The archives may have survived and perhaps need to be traced; the present author has no proof that they were destroyed. More effort may yield better results.
exaggerated political correctness. The general tone of her analyses is bound to create grossly inadequate images, mainly of the Comité and especially of Herz Pasha, in her readers’ minds. And this is all the more deplorable because the contacts between Egyptians and Europeans in the classical colonial and imperi-alistic period constitute an extremely delicate field fraught with many well-founded sensitivities and justified apprehension, negative emotion, reproach and even anger, but also with pre- and misconceptions and unjustified allegations on both sides. In such a situation only strictly objective, precise statements based on accurate, well-founded data can serve the desirable aim of attaining a relatively objective knowledge and view of what exactly happened. Aside from enriching our view of the Comité with new aspects and insights and sensitizing us to new questions and problems – for which we are greatly in Paula Sanders’s debt – I am afraid that this book will also do considerable and wholly unjustified harm to the Comité’s reputation. We have already quoted Alaa El-Habashi’s words on how he modified his view of the Comité’s activities while writing his dissertation on the subject; they are in glaring contrast to Sanders’s picture of the Comité.\footnote{See n. 32 and the corresponding paragraph above.}

In a further effort to counterbalance Paula Sanders’s presentation of the Comité’s activities, let me conclude with the views of two Egyptian specialists, formulated in a wholly different tone, which do justice to the Comité’s and Herz Pasha’s efforts and achievements. Nairy Hampikian, one of our foremost practising conservators in Cairo, who is also trained in art history, with special emphasis on Arab-Islamic architecture, wrote some time ago about the Comité’s activities, assessing its main publication, the Bulletins, in her case study of Bāb Zuwayla:

“I have deliberately included many minor details in the recapitulation of these activities of the Comité because I believe they will help counter hasty conceptual and political judgments on its activities. ... The love and care which was transmitted to these monuments through the work of the Comité, the meticulous professionalism by which its members worked, and the sincerity of their efforts is often underappreciated. Furthermore, the degree of seriousness with which these people approached their work is only really apparent when one follows its line of thinking with regard to a single structure over a number of years” (2005:222). “[The Bulletins] provide a full documentation of all activities thought, planned, and/or executed by the Comité. The faithfulness of what was published to what really happened is a great tribute to the Comité. And today the Bulletins offer both a detailed record of their interventions and also the opportunity to criticize and/or praise their actions based on their own understanding of them. This is a type of honesty worthy of imitation, and it is the facet of the Comité’s work which most
closely matches the highest standards for ethical conduct spelled out in the [modern] International Conventions for Conservation. It is not an exaggeration to consider the Bulletins, which recount the history of preservation efforts in Cairo between 1881 and 1960, an encyclopedic masterpiece” (204).

And it is also worth repeating the assessment of the Comité’s activities by Alaa El-Habashi, one of the leading representatives of the young, self-assured generation of Egyptian conservators, striving to amalgamate local traditions with the definitions of the conservationist profession formulated on an international level:

“In reality, Cairo, and many other Egyptian cities, would not possess any buildings from the pre-modern periods had most not been once listed and conserved by the Comité. Had the Comité never been formed, we would have lost them as well” (2001:196).
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